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Chapter 1

Introduction

Photosystems are complex biological systems that are able to convert light into an electrochem-
ical potential. Among all of photosystems, photosystem II (PS2) is unique in the sense that it is
able to create such high redox potential that it is capable of oxidizing water to molecular oxygen.
PS2 is a very large protein complex that is located in the thylakoid membrane of higher plants,
algae and cyanobacteria. The PS2 core complex consists of several subunits, of which only 3
harbor chlorophylls (Chls) and phephytins (Pheos). These three subunits are: the reaction cen-
ter (RC) and the 2 antenna complexes CP43 and CP47. The RC harbors 6 Chls and 2 Pheos,
while CP43 contain 13 Chls and CP47 16 Chls. Two Chls of the RC (PD1 and PD2) create the
so called ”special pair”, which due to the relatively small distance between the pigments (∼8Å)
is the strongest coupled pigment pair in the whole PS2 core complex. The overall arrangement
of pigments in the PS2 is shown in figure 1.1. Pigments in the antenna are organized in a two
layer structure, one layer on the lumenal and one layer on the stromal part of the thylakoid
membrane. Pigments in the RC creating two almost perfectly symmetrical branches D1 and D2
as indicated in the Fig. 1.2. The D1 is an ”active” branch, in the meaning that only pigments
belonging to this branch transfer electrons.

Antenna complexes CP43 and CP47 are responsible for absorption of light and transfer of the
excitation energy to the RC. In the RC the excited state so-called P680∗ is created, that leads
to the charge separation. An electron released from the primary electron donor is transferred
to the Pheo of the active branch (PheoD1). From PheoD1 the electron is transferred to the
plastoquinone QA. The hole stabilizes on PD1, creating the P680+ state, that is subsequently
reduced via the redox-active tyrosine TyrZ by an electron from the manganese cluster. The
latter catalyzes the oxidation of water to oxygen. The electron from QA is transferred to the
plastoquinone QB, and after two cycles, the doubly reduced and protonated QB is released to
the thylakoid membrane.

Although the overall reaction scheme is clear, the molecular identities of some of the func-
tional states and the mechanistic and kinetic details are not. These aspects will be discussed in
detail later in this work. Here I just want to highlight the most important issues.

Both antenna complexes as well as the RC complex of PS2 can be biochemically separated
from each other. Such treatment allows to measure their spectroscopic properties separately and
consequently makes an interpretation of optical spectra easier. Nevertheless the spectroscopic
properties of PS2 are not fully understood yet. The main problem is that due to the excitonic
coupling between the pigments, a pigment has contribution in more than one optical band and
it is not clear how the local protein environment tunes the transition energies of the pigments,
the so-called site energies. Site energies are energies at which the pigments would absorb if
they were not coupled to other pigments. Due to the delocalization caused by the excitonic
coupling, the pigments can however absorb at different energies than their site energies. To
determine site energies one can apply a theory of optical spectra and treat the site energies as
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1. Introduction

RCCP47 CP43

“ ”Special Pair

Figure 1.1: Arrangement of pigments in the PS2. Top View from the side of the thylakoid
membrane on the PS2 pigments. Stroma is on the top, lumen on the bottom. Pigments of the
antenna complexes CP43 (right) and CP47 (left) create a clearly visible two layer structure.
Bottom View form the top of the thylakoid membrane on the PS2 pigments. Stroma is in front
of the figure, lumen is in the back of the figure.

Figure 1.2: Arrangement of pigments in the RC. Active D1-branch is on the left side of the
figure, while inactive D2-branch on the right side.
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free parameters that are fitted to the experimental data. This procedure proved to be a very
successful. In principle one can also determine site energies directly from the atomic structure
of the protein, indeed first successful attempts of such treatment have been made (Müh et al.,
2007). Understanding of the spectroscopic properties of the PS2 allows to answer fundamental
questions regarding the mechanism of energy and electron transfer in PS2. The most important
of these questions are: which pigment(s) act(s) as primary electron donor(s) in PS2 and what
is the bottleneck of the decay of excited state i.e. in which way energy transfer from antenna to
the RC is limited.

Regarding the primary electron donor, accumulating evidence is found that the accessory
Chl of the D1-branch (ChlD1) acts as primary electron donor (Groot et al., 2005; Holzwarth et
al., 2006; Novoderezhkin et al., 2005), however still different opinions are found in the literature
suggesting that ”special pair” pigments may play this role (Novoderezhkin et al., 2005; Krausz
et al., 2005). To answer these questions one must provide a working model of the RC, that is a
theoretical model that is capable to describe the optical properties of the RC. At least three such
models were proposed: a multimer model in which all pigments have the same site energies, and
are excitonicaly coupled (creating delocalized states) (Durrant et al., 1995; Renger et al., 2002a;
Barter et al., 2003), a monomer model in which all pigments are not excitonicaly coupled, apart
form ”special pair” pigments (PD1 & PD2) and a pentamer model, which is a multimer model
with decoupled pheophytin of the inactive D2 branch (Jankowiak et al., 1999).

Both antenna complexes were studied in great details by several groups (Groot et al., 1999;
de Weerd et al., 2002; Groot et al., 1995; Alfonso et al., 1994; van Dorsson et al., 1987; Jankowiak
et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2006), suggesting existence of the several trap states (low energy states
that can ”trap” excitation energy) in each complex. In CP43 complex is it known that these
trap states are most likely located on different layers of the membrane. There is evidence for
the localization of the lowest excited state in PS2 on a peripheral pigment of the CP47 complex
(Shen et al., 1994; de Weerd et al., 2002). However, apart from the latter precise location of
remaining trap states in PS2 and their function is unknown. Another puzzle is why only some of
these trap states show a triplet minus singlet signal (difference between absorption spectrum of
complex with and without pigment(s) being in a triplet state), while others do not. One would
expect due to the thermal distribution of energy the lowest energy pigment to have a dominant
contribution to the triplet state, this is not the case in both the CP47 and the CP43 complex.
Quenching of the triplet state by the β-carotene located next to the low energy pigment(s) was
suggested as mechanism preventing stabilization of the triplet state. It is also not clear why
energy relaxation after light excitation is about five times slower at low temperature in the CP47
than in the CP43 complex (50 ps. and 10 ps. respectively).

As it was mentioned above it is unknown in which way the excitation energy is transferred
from the antenna to the RC in PS2. Several models were proposed, historically the earliest
one was the so-called excited state radical pair equilibrium (ERPE) model (Schatz et al., 1987,
1988; Barter et al., 2001; Miloslavina et al., 2006; Holzwarth et al., 2006) that assumes the
equilibration of excited states in the whole core complex to be fast compared to the primary
electron transfer reaction in the RC. This model was used to explain several experiments (Schatz
et al., 1987, 1988; Barter et al., 2001). This is the so-called trap limited model. However this
model was not able to explain relatively slow excitation energy transfer from antenna to RC
reported by several groups (Broess et al., 2006; Jennings et al., 2000; Pawlowicz et al., 2007) and
fast electron transfer measured in the RC (Groot et al., 2005). In these cases the decay of excited
states was infered to be limited by the transfer to the trap, it is the so-call transfer-to-the-trap
limited model. Another model proposed by Andrizhiyevskaya et al. (2004) assumes that the
decay of the excited states is neither transfer-to-the-trap nor trap limited, but excitation energy
transfer and primary charge transfer occur on a similar time scale. The path on which excitation
energy is transferred from antenna to RC is also not known. It is unclear if energy is transferred
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1. Introduction

simultaneously from stromal and lumenal side of both antenna or only from one layer of each
complex.

Apart from all these problems one also has to keep in mind that it is not entirely sure
if biochemical separation of the subcomplexes (RC,CP43,CP47) from PS2 does not alter the
structure and consequently the spectroscopic properties of these complexes. This point has
been raised ever since D1-D2-cytb559 preparations became available (see e.g. Renger et al.
(2005) and references therein).

This thesis is organized in the following way. First an overview of the theory used is given.
In the next chapter the optical properties of the isolated RC are explained allowing to identify
the localization of the primary electron donor and the localization of the triplet state. The fol-
lowing chapter is focused on the spectroscopic properties of the RC of PS2 core complexes using
parameters (like site energies) obtained in the previous chapter for the isolated RC complex.
The localization of the primary electron donor, the triplet state as well as the identities of the
radical-pairs (e.g. P+

D1Pheo−D1) in the RC of PS2 core complexes are determined. The next chap-
ter deals with the identity and function of the trap states in the CP43 and the CP47 antenna
complexes and the energy transfer paths from the antenna to the RC. The localization of the
lowest energy state in the PS2 is confirmed, the identity of other trap states as well as their
function are revealed. The excitation energy transfer in the whole PS2 and electron transfer in
the RC is studied, allowing to find the bottleneck for the decay of excited state, i.e. answer to
the question which of the proposed models (trap limited, transfer-to-the-trap limited or neither
of both) is valid in PS2. In the end of this chapter a new mechanism for photoprotection in
PS2 that arose from the calculations will be presented. Every chapter in this work, apart of the
theory part, starts with an overview of the problems that are addressed, followed by the results
and a discussion section. An overall summary is given in the end of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theory of optical spectra and
exciton energy transfer

In this chapter I want to the present theory used for the calculation of the optical spectra. In
the beginning the Hamiltonian of the pigment-protein complex will be introduced, followed by
the theory of the linear optical spectra. Next excitation energy transfer between pigments and
pigment aggregates will be presented. Theory describing the time resolved pump-probe spectra
will be introduced in the next part, followed by the theory of electron transfer in the RC. Several
models of the energy transfer between different subunits of the PS2 will be introduced. In the
end the parameters used for calculations of the optical spectra as well as genetic algorithm used
for determination of the site-energies will be described.
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2. Theory of optical spectra and exciton energy transfer

2.1 Hamiltonian

The Chls of the pigment-protein complex (PPC) are described as two-level systems including
their ground (S0)- and excited (S1)-state. The Hamiltonian of the PPC contains four parts

H = Hex + Hex−vib + Hvib + Hex−rad . (2.1)

Hex is the excitonic Hamiltonian containing the low energy optical transition energies of the
pigments and the excitonic coupling between them. The vibrational Hamiltonian Hvib describes
the vibrational dynamics of the protein. The exciton-vibrational Hamiltonian Hex−vib describes
coupling between excitons and vibrations of the protein, while the exciton-radiational coupling
Hamiltonian Hex−rad describes coupling of the excitons to the external electromagnetic field.

2.1.1 Excitonic Hamiltonian Hex

The excitonic part Hex contains the energies of the localized one- and two-exciton states |m >
and |mn >, respectively, and the excitonic couplings V10,01 between different one- and two-
exciton states

Hex = Em|m >< m|+
∑
m>n

(Em + En + δ(2exc)
mn )|mn >< mn|

+
∑
m,n

V10,01(m,n)|m >< n|+
∑
m>n

∑

k

V10,01(m, k)|mn >< kn| . (2.2)

In |m >, the mth pigment is excited and all others are in the ground S0-state, whereas in |mn >,
in addition to the mth pigment, the nth pigment is excited. Any double excitation of a single
pigment (Renger et al., 1997) is neglected, for simplicity. The energies of the two-exciton states
contain the two-exciton shift δ

(2exc)
mn

δ(2exc)
mn = V11,11(m,n)− V11,00(m,n)− V00,11(m,n) (2.3)

that results from the charge density coupling between the pigments. The two-exciton shifts
δ
(2exc)
mn , which are usually neglected, are included in the present treatment, because they have

an influence on the non-linear spectra. The charge density couplings that enter the two-exciton
shifts as well as the excitonic couplings V10,01(m,n) are obtained by a method developed previ-
ously (Madjet et al., 2006) (see below).

2.1.2 Vibrational Hamiltonian Hvib

The vibrational dynamics of the protein is described by a set of harmonic oscillators

Hvib =
∑

ξ

h̄ωξ

4
Q2

ξ + Tnucl (2.4)

where Tnucl is a kinetic energy of the nuclei and Qξ = qξ

√
2ωξ

h̄ , ωξ is the frequency of the ξth
oscillator and qξ denotes the mass-weighted normal coordinates of the ξth mode.

2.1.3 Exciton-vibrational coupling Hamiltonian Hex−vib

The exciton-vibration coupling is described by

Hex−vib =
∑
µν

Vµν |µ >< ν| (2.5)
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Figure 2.1: Potential energy surfaces of the ground (Ug) and excited (Ue) electronic state of a
pigment in protein environment.

The operator Vµν describes the coupling between one-exciton states µ = M , ν = N and between
two-exciton states µ = 2M , ν = 2N . It is expressed in the following way:

VMN =
∑

ξ

∑
m

c(M)
m c(N)

m h̄ωξg
(m)
ξ Qξ (2.6)

V2M2N =
∑

ξ

∑
m>n

c(2M)
mn c(2N)

mn h̄ωξ(g
(m)
ξ g

(n)
ξ )Qξ (2.7)

where c
(M)
m and c

(2M)
mn are obtained from solutions of one- and two-exiton state eigenvalue prob-

lems. The dimensionless coupling constants g
(m)
ξ read

g
(m)
ξ =

√
ωξ

2h̄
∆qξ (2.8)

where ∆qξ is the difference of the minima of the potential energy surfaces (PES) for the electronic
excited and ground state (Fig. 2.1).

The square of the coupling constants gξ = g
(m)
ξ , that are assumed to be the same for all sites

m, enters the spectral density J(ω) of the exciton-vibrational coupling

J(ω) =
∑

ξ

g2
ξδ(ω − ωξ). (2.9)

The spectral density is the key quantity for the optical spectra theory and will appear in all
expressions for the optical spectra and energy transfer rate constants that will be discussed
bellow.

2.1.4 Exciton-radiational coupling Hamiltonian Hex−rad

Coupling to the external field is described by Hex−rad in the following way

Hex−rad =
∑
µν

Fµν(t)|µ >< ν| (2.10)
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2. Theory of optical spectra and exciton energy transfer

with FM0(t) describing the radiative coupling of the ground state |0 > to the one-exciton state
|M > and F2NM (t) the coupling of the one-exciton state |M > to the two-exciton state |2N >

FM0(t) = −
∑

s=pu,pr

EΩs(t)e
−iΩstµ

(s)
M (2.11)

F2NM (t) = −
∑

s=pu,pr

EΩs(t)e
−iΩstµ

(s)
M→2N (2.12)

The external field is described by the envelopes of EΩs(t) of the pump (s=pu) and probe (s=pr)
pulses with carrier frequencies Ωs and their polarization vector ~es. The dot products of ~es and
the dipole moments of the excitonic transitions ~µM and ~µM→2N are denoted by µ

(s)
M and µ

(s)
M→2N

as follows:
µ

(s)
M = ~es~µM ≡ ~es

∑
m

c(M)
m ~µm (2.13)

µ
(s)
M→2N = ~es~µM→2N ≡ ~es

∑

k>l

c
(2N)
kl (c(M)

l ~µk + c
(M)
k ~µl) (2.14)

where the local dipole moment ~µm characterizes the S0 → S1 transition of the pigment at site
m, ~µM is the dipole moment of the excitation of the one-exciton state |M > and ~µM→2N is
the dipole moment of the optical transition from the one-exciton state |M > to the two-exciton
state |2N >.

2.1.5 Domains of strongly coupled pigments

If the excitonic coupling between the optical transitions of the pigments is larger than the
static and dynamic disorder by the pigment-protein coupling, a delocalized excited state is
formed. The localization of exciton states by static disorder in site energies is included in
the calculations by a Monte Carlo method used to generate the disorder and to average the
spectra obtained for the different sets of site energies. Dynamic localization is modeled implicitly
by allowing delocalization only between those pigments, for which the excitonic coupling is
comparable or stronger than the local dynamic disorder. A quantitative measure of the latter
is the reorganization energy of the optical transition

Eλ =
∫

dωh̄ωJ(ω) = h̄
∑

ξ

ωξ(g
(m)
ξ )2 , (2.15)

that describes the energy that is released when the nuclei relax to a new equilibrium position
after optical excitation of a pigment. The coupling constants gξ are related to the mutual shift in
minimum position of the ground and excited state potential energy surface (eq. 2.8 and Fig. 2.1)
If two pigments m and n are coupled by an excitonic coupling V1001(m,n) that is comparable or
larger than the reorganization energy Eλ, they are included in the same domain d. One-exciton
states

|Md >=
∑
md

c(Md)
md

|md > (2.16)

and two-exciton states

|2Md >=
1
2

∑

md 6=nd

c(2Md)
mdnd

|mdnd > (2.17)

are obtained for the pigments in one domain by diagonalization of the exciton Hamiltonian that
contains in the diagonal the site energies and in the off-diagonal the excitonic couplings. After
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2.2 Linear optical spectra

this diagonalization, the exciton Hamiltonian Hex in eq 2.2 becomes

Hex =
∑

d

∑

Md

EMd
|Md >< Md|+

∑

2Md

E2Md
|2Md >< 2Md|

+
∑

a 6=b

∑

Ma,Nb

VMaNb
|Ma >< Nb| (2.18)

with the energies of the delocalized one- and two-exciton states EMd
and E2Md

, respectively,
and the coupling VMaNb

between delocalized one-exciton states |Ma > and |Nb > in different
domains a and b, respectively,

VMaNb
=

∑
ma,nb

c(Ma)
ma

c(Nb)
nb

V10,01(manb) , (2.19)

where V1001(manb) is the excitonic coupling between the optical transitions of pigment ma in
domain a and nb in b. In the present limit of low pump intensities a population of two-exciton
states can be neglected. Therefore, it is not necessary to take into account the coupling between
two-exciton states in different domains.

2.2 Linear optical spectra

The linear optical spectra are obtained as a sum over the domain spectra. The absorption
spectrum α(ω) follows as

α(ω) =
∑

d

αd(ω) =
∑

d

〈α(hom)
d (ω)〉dis (2.20)

where 〈...〉dis denotes an average over the disorder in site energies.
The disorder average is performed numerically by a Monte Carlo method. The homogeneous

absorption of domain d is obtained as

α
(hom)
d (ω) ∝ ω

∑

Md

|µMd
|2DMd

(ω) , (2.21)

where the transition dipole moment is given as

~µMd
=

∑
md

c(Md)
md

~µmd
. (2.22)

The lineshape function DMd
(ω) was obtained from a non-Markovian POP-lineshape theory

within secular approximation and Markov approximation for the off-diagonal elements of the
exciton-vibrational coupling:(Renger et al., 2002)

DMd
(ω) =

1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dtei(ω−ω̃Md0)t eGMd

(t)−GMd
(0)e−|t|/τMd . (2.23)

The time-dependent function GMd
(t) describes the vibrational sideband of the exciton transition,

the dephasing time τMd
that describes the life-time broadening due to exciton relaxation, and

ω̃Md0 is the transition frequency that is shifted from the exciton transition frequency ωMd0 by the
exciton-vibrational coupling (Renger et al., 2000, 2002). All of these quantities depend on the
exciton coefficients c

(M)
m , the spectral density J(ω) as introduced in eq. 2.9, the correlation radius

of protein vibrations Rc (Renger et al., 2001, 2002, 1998), and the mean number of vibrational
quanta n(ω) that are excited at a given temperature (Bose-Einstein distribution function).
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2. Theory of optical spectra and exciton energy transfer

The time-dependent function GMd
(t) entering the line shape function in eq 2.23 is following.

GMd
(t) = γMdMd

G(t) (2.24)

contains
G(t) =

∫ ∞

0
dω{(1 + n(ω))J(ω)e−iωt + n(ω)J(ω)eiωt} , (2.25)

and the diagonal part of

γMdNd
=

∑
md,nd

c(Md)
md

c(Nd)
nd

c(Nd)
md

c(Md)
nd

e−Rmdnd
/Rc . (2.26)

The Rc in eq 2.26 is the correlation radius of protein vibrations (Renger et al., 2001, 2002, 1998)
and Rmdnd

the center to center distance between pigments md and nd. The

n(ω) =
1

eh̄ω/kT − 1
(2.27)

in eq 2.25 denotes the mean number of vibrational quanta that are excited at a given temperature
T . The dephasing time τMd

in eq 2.23 contains the life time broadening due to exciton relaxation
between the state |Md > and the other delocalized states |Nd > in the same domain d

τMd
=

1
2

Nd 6=Md∑

Nd

kMd→Nd
(2.28)

with the Redfield rate constant kMd→Nd
, given in eq 2.37 that contains the γMdNd

in eq 2.26 and
the n(ω) in eq 2.27.

The frequency ω̃Md0 is the transition frequency between the ground state |0 > and the one-
exciton state |Md > that contains a renormalization due to the diagonal and off-diagonal parts
of the exciton-vibrational coupling (Renger et al., 2002, 2000),

ω̃Md0 = ωMd0 − γMdMd
Eλ/h̄ +

∑
Kd 6=Md

γMdKd

×℘
∫∞
−∞ dω ω2{(1+n(ω))J(ω)+n(−ω)J(−ω)}

ωMdKd
−ω , (2.29)

where Eλ is the reorganization energy in eq 2.15, ℘ denotes the principal part of the integral
and it holds J(ω) = 0 for ω < 0.

In the calculation of the linear dichroism (LD) and circular dichroism (CD) spectra the same
disorder average as for linear absorption and the same lineshape function DMd

(ω) in eq 2.23 are
used but the |µMd

|2 in eq 2.21 is replaced in the calculation of CD by the rotational strength

rMd
=

∑
md>nd

c(Md)
md

c(Md)
nd

~Rmdnd
· ~µmd

× ~µnd
(2.30)

and in the case of LD by
|µMd

|2(1− 3 cos2(θMd
)) . (2.31)

Here, θMd
is the angle between the transition dipole moment ~µMd

and the membrane normal.
Emission starts from an excited state that is assumed to be relaxed in the potential energy

surfaces of the exciton states (Renger et al., 2002). The resulting homogeneous fluorescence
signal I

(hom)
d (ω) reads (Renger et al., 2002)

I
(hom)
d (ω) ∝ ω3

∑

Md

f(Md)|µMd
|2D′

Md
(ω) (2.32)
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2.3 Excitation by an ultrashort pump pulse

with the Boltzmann factor

f(Md) =
e−h̄ωMd0/kT

∑
Nd

e−h̄ωNd0/kT
, (2.33)

and the emission lineshape function

D′
Md

(ω) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dte−i(ω−ω̃Md0)t eGMd

(t)−GMd
(0)e−t/τMd , (2.34)

In the calculation of triplet minus singlet (T-S) spectra, the triplet absorption spectrum of the
complex is calculated by neglecting the oscillator strength and excitonic couplings of the pigment,
where the triplet state is localized. For the absorption spectra that involve a reduced (oxidized)
pigment, in addition to neglecting the oscillator strength and excitonic couplings of that pigment,
electrochromic shifts in site energies of the remaining pigments are taken into account in the
following way. For the reduced (oxidized) pigment a negative (positive) elementary charge is
evenly distributed over the atoms of the π-system of this pigment and the electrochromic shift
∆E of another pigment in the ground state is calculated as the interaction energy of the atomic
partial charges δqi of the reduced (oxidized) pigment and the vector ∆~µ of the pigment in the
ground state, ∆E = 1

4πεeff

∑
i δqi

~ri

r3
i
∆~µ, where εeff is an effective dielectric constant and ~ri is a

vector between the centers of the pigment in the ground state and the reduced pigment. The
vector ∆~µ = ~µe−~µg denotes the change in permanent dipole moments of the excited and ground
state, which is known (Krawczyk et al., 1991) for chlorophylls to be oriented approximately in
the direction of NB → ND and to have a magnitude of about 1D. However the best agreement
with experimental difference spectra is achieved when the ∆~µ vector is rotated in plane by 15
degrees with respect to the NB → ND direction towards NC. The same orientation of the ∆~µ
vector for the two Pheos is taken.

2.3 Excitation by an ultrashort pump pulse

The creation of exciton population by an ultrashort pump pulse is described in second order
perturbation theory in the exciton-radiational coupling and within rotating wave approximation.
A Gaussian-shaped pulse envelope

EΩ(t) =
E0√
2πτp

e−t2/(2τ2
p ) , (2.35)

is assumed, where the full width at half maximum (fwhm) of EΩ(t) is 2τp

√
2 ln 2. Neglecting

exciton relaxation, i.e., the off-diagonal part of the exciton-vibrational coupling, during the
action of the short pump-pulse, the exciton population P

(d)
Md

(0) created by such a pulse is obtained
as (Adolphs et al., 2006)

P
(d)
Md

(0) =
E2

0 |~µMd
|2

3h̄2

∫ ∞

−∞
dτe

−i(Ω−ω′Md0)τ
eGMd

(τ)−GMd
(0)e−τ2/(4τ2

p ) , (2.36)

where h̄ω′Md0 = h̄ωMd0 − γMdMd
Eλ ,with the Eλ in eq 2.15, is the energy difference between

the minima of the PES of exciton state |Md > and the ground state |0 >. Eq. 2.36 includes
the diagonal part of the exciton-vibrational coupling ,i.e., the mutual shift of exciton potential
energy surfaces, without approximation.
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2. Theory of optical spectra and exciton energy transfer

2.4 Excitation energy transfer

2.4.1 Intra domain exciton relaxation

Exciton relaxation between different exciton states |Md > and |Nd > in the same domain d is
described by the Redfield rate constant (e.g. ref Renger et al. (2001))

kMd→Nd
= 2πγMdNd

ω2
MdNd

× {J(ωMdNd
)(1 + n(ωMdNd

)) + J(ωNdMd
)n(ωNdMd

)} , (2.37)

with γMdNd
given in eq. 2.26

2.4.2 Inter domain exciton transfer

Exciton transfer between excited states in different domains a and b is described by the rate
constant kMa→Nb

obtained using generalized Förster theory as (Fetisova et al., 1996; Sumi, 1999;
Mukai et al., 1999; Scholes et al., 2000; Jang et al., 2004; Müh et al., 2007)

kMa→Nb
= 2π

|VMaNb
|2

h̄2

∫ ∞

−∞
dωD′

Ma
(ω)DNb

(ω) , (2.38)

with the inter–domain exciton coupling VMaNb
in eq 2.19. The functions D′

Ma
(ω) and DNb

(ω)
are the normalized fluorescence and absorption lineshape functions of exciton states |Ma > and
|Nb >, respectively. The POP lineshape functions in eqs 2.23 and 2.34 are used.

2.4.3 Master equation

The populations of exciton states are related by the following master equations

d
dtP

(a)
Ma

(t) = −∑
d,Nd

(
kMa→Nd

P
(a)
Ma

(t) + kNd→MaP
(d)
Nd

(t)
)

,

a = 1...Ndom, Ma = 1...N
(a)
pig , (2.39)

where Ndom is the number of domains and N
(a)
pig is the number of pigments in domain a. For the

rate constants kMa→Nd
, the Redfield expression in eq 2.37 is used, if a = d, and the generalized

Förster rate constant in eq 2.38, if a 6= d. In matrix form eq 2.39 reads d
dt

~P (t) = −A~P (t) ,

where the exciton populations are the elements of ~P (t) and the kinetic matrix A contains in
the diagonal the elements AMaMa =

∑
d,Nd

kMa→Nd
and in the off-diagonal AMaNd

= −kNd→Ma .
The standard solution for ~P (t) is given as

~P (t) =
∑

i

di~cie
−λit , (2.40)

where the λi and ~ci are the eigenvalues and (right) eigenvectors of the kinetic matrix A, re-
spectively. The constants di are obtained from the initial condition ~P (0) =

∑
i di~ci, where the

element P
(a)
Ma

(0) of ~P (0) is the initial population of the exciton state |Ma > in domain a created
by the short pulse (eq 2.36). In the case of PS-II core complexes, in addition to the exciton
states, radical pair states are included that are coupled to the exciton states as described further
below.
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2.5 Time resolved pump-probe spectra

In pump-probe spectroscopy, the pigment-protein complex is excited by a short pump pulse
and the excitation energy transfer/relaxation is tested by a delayed probe pulse. It is assumed
that the delay τd between the probe pulse and the pump pulse is large enough so that any
vibrational coherences or coherences between different exciton levels have decayed. A delta
function-shaped probe pulse E

(pr)
0 ~eprδ(τd) is used with polarization ~epr. This delta-pulse is an

idealization of a short experimental probe pulse with white spectrum. The pump-probe signal
∆α(τd) is the difference between the absorption measured by the probe pulse at a delay time τd

after the pump pulse and the absorption measured by the probe pulse alone. If the probe pulse is
dispersed in a monochromator after the sample, in addition to the dependence on the delay time,
also the frequency dependence of ∆α(τd) =

∫
dω∆αdisp(τd, ω) can be measured. The dispersed

pump-probe signal ∆αdisp(τd, ω), in the present approximation, has three contributions:

∆αdisp(τd, ω) ∝ GB(ω) + SE(ω, τd) + ESA(ω, τd) , (2.41)

time-independent ground state bleaching GB(ω), and time-dependent stimulated emission SE(ω, τd)
and excited state absorption ESA(ω, τd). Using a POP-lineshape theory, the following expres-
sions are obtained (Renger et al., 2002)

GB(ω) = −
〈∑

d

∑

Md

(µ(pr)
Md

)2DMd
(ω)

∑

Kd

P
(0)
Kd

〉

(dis+orient)

(2.42)

with µ
(pr)
Md

= ~µMd
~epr, the P

(0)
Kd

in eq 2.36, and the absorption lineshape function DMd
(ω) in eq

2.23,

SE(ω) = −
〈∑

d

∑

Md

(µ(pr)
Md

)2D′
Md

(ω)PMd
(τd)

〉

(dis+orient)

(2.43)

with the fluorescence lineshape function D′
Md

(ω) in eq 2.34 and the time-dependent exciton
populations PMd

(τd) obtained from the solution of the master equation described above (eq
2.39), and

ESA(ω) = −
〈∑

d

∑

Md,2Nd

(µ(pr)
Md→2Nd

)2D′
Md→2Nd

(ω)PMd
(τd)

〉

(dis+orient)

(2.44)

where µ
(pr)
Md→2Nd

is the scalar product between the probe pulse polarization ~epr and the transition
dipole moment ~µMd→2Nd

. The ESA lineshape function D′
Md→2Nd

(ω) is given as

D′
Md→2Nd

(ω) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dtei(ω−ω̃2NdMd

)t eGNdMd
(t)−G2NdMd

(0)e−|t|/τ2NdMd (2.45)

The function GNdMd
(t) is given as

GNdMd
(t) = (γ2Nd2Nd

+ γMdMd
− 2γ2Nd2NdMdMd

)G(t) (2.46)

with the G(t) in eq 2.25 and the diagonal part of

γ2Nd2Kd
=

∑
md>nd

∑
kd>ld

(c(2Nd)
mdnd )2(c(2Kd)

kdld
)2

×(e−Rmdkd
/Rc + e−Rmdld

/Rc + e−Rndkd
/Rc + e−Rndld

/Rc) (2.47)
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and

γ2Nd2NdMdMd
=

∑
md>nd

∑
kd

(c(2Nd)
mdnd )2(c(Md)

kd
)2

×(e−Rmdkd
/Rc + e−Rndkd

/Rc) (2.48)

The transition frequency ω̃2NdMd
= ω̃2Nd0− ω̃Md0 contains the ω̃Md0 in eq 2.35 and the frequency

ω̃2Nd0 = ω2Nd0 − Eλ

h̄
γ2Nd2Nd

. (2.49)

The inverse dephasing time (τ2NdMd
)−1 in eq 2.45 is given as

(τ2NdMd
)−1 = τ−1

2N + τ−1
Md

(2.50)

with the one exciton dephasing time constant τ−1
Md

in eq 2.34 and τ−1
2Nd

=
∑

2Kd
k2Nd→2Kd

, that
contains the Redfield rate constant for exciton relaxation between the two-exciton states 2Nd

and 2Kd.

k2Nd→2Kd
= 2πγ2Nd2Kd

ω2
2Nd2Kd

× {J(ω2Nd2Kd
)(1 + n(ω2Nd2Kd

)) + J(ω2Kd2Nd
)n(ω2Kd2Nd

)} . (2.51)

The 〈...〉dis+orient in eqs 2.42-2.44 denotes an average over disorder in site energies and over
the orientation of the complex with respect to the external pump and probe field polarizations.
As in the experiments (de Weerd et al., 2002a), a magic angle (54.7◦) is assumed between the
polarizations of the pump- and the probe pulse, ~epu and ~epr, respectively.

2.5.1 Life time density map of time-dependent emission

In order to illustrate the time and frequency dependence of exciton relaxation, life time density
(LFD) maps of the time-dependent emission are calculated. The time-dependent emission I(ω, t)
is obtained as

I(ω, t) ∝ ω3

〈 ∑

d,Md

|µMd
|2D′

Md
(ω)P (d)

Md
(t)

〉

(dis+orient)

(2.52)

with the fluorescence lineshape function D′
Md

(ω) in eq 2.34 and the exciton state population

P
(d)
Md

(t), resulting from the solution of eq 2.39. Inspired by the Müller-Holzwarth LFD maps
(e.g. ref Müller et al. (2003)), the emission I(ω, t) is expressed as

I(ω, t) = ω3
∫ ∞

0
dτA(ω, τ)e−t/τ (2.53)

where A(ω, τ) is the LFD map. By introducing eq 2.40 in eq 2.52 and comparison with eq 2.53
the LFD map A(ω, τ) is obtained as

A(ω, τ) =

〈∑

i

∑

d,Md

|µMd
|2D′

Md
(ω)dic

(Md,d)
i δ(τ − λ−1

i )

〉

(dis+orient)

(2.54)

We note that the present calculation of the LFD map avoids an inverse Laplace transform that
is needed, if the map is obtained directly from experimental data.
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2.6 Electron transfer in the RC

Primary electron transfer in the RC is included phenomenologically by including three radical
pair states RP1, RP2, and RP3 and assigning respective forward and backward rate constants
for electron transfer. The following molecular identities are assumed for these states (Holzwarth
et al., 2006; Groot et al., 2005; Raszewski et al., 2005): RP1=Chl+D1 Pheo−D1, RP2=P+

D1 Pheo−D1,
and RP3=P+

D1 Q−
A, where PD1 is the “special pair” Chl of the D1-branch. The first radical pair

state RP1 is created by electron transfer from the exciton states |M > of the RC pigments with
a rate constant

kM→RP1 = |c(M)
ChlD1

|2kintr , (2.55)

where |c(M)
ChlD1

|2 is the probability to find the primary electron donor ChlD1 excited in exciton
state |M > and kintr is the intrinsic rate constant for the reaction

Chl∗D1PheoD1
kintr→ Chl+D1Pheo−D1 . (2.56)

The forward and the back reaction are approximately related by

kM→RP1/kRP1→M ≈ e∆G
(0)
intr/kT (2.57)

where ∆G
(0)
intr equals the difference in standard free energy of the intrinsic electron transfer reac-

tion in eq 2.56. The rate constants kRP1→RP2 and kRP2→RP1 are related by kRP1→RP2/kRP2→RP1 =
exp{∆GRP1/RP2/kT} . The free energy difference between RP2 and RP3 is assumed to be so
large that a back reaction RP3 → RP2 can be neglected, i.e., irreversible trapping at RP3 is as-
sumed. For closed RCs (reduced QA) a double reduction of QA can be neglected on the relevant
time scale considered here, i.e., kRP2→RP3 = 0 in this case.

2.7 Compartment models

2.7.1 Fast relaxation in domains

If fast intra-domain exciton relaxation is assumed, the exciton transfer between two domains
starts from a (quasi) equilibrated excited state manifold of the donor domain, and the inter-
domain transfer rate constant ka→b becomes

ka→b =
∑

Ma,Nb

f(Ma)kMa→Nb
, (2.58)

with the rate constant kMa→Nb
in eq 2.38 and the Boltzmann factor f(Ma) in eq 2.33.

The primary electron transfer rate constant in this limit is given as

kRC→RP1 =
a=RC∑

Ma

f(Ma)|c(Ma)
ChlD1

|2kintr (2.59)

where Ma counts the exciton states of the domain of the primary electron donor. This domain
is formed by the six strongly coupled RC pigments.

2.7.2 Fast relaxation in larger compartments

For further simplification, different domains are included into a compartment I and fast equi-
libration of excitation energy is assumed in the whole compartment. The rate constant for
excitation energy transfer between compartments I and J is then obtained as

kI→J =
aεI,bεJ∑

a,b

∑

Ma,Nb

f(I,Ma)kMa→Nb
(2.60)
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where a and b count the domains in compartments I and J and f(I,Ma) is the Boltzmann factor

f(I, Ma) =
e−EMa/kT

∑cεI
c,Kc

e−EKc/kT
. (2.61)

The primary electron transfer between the compartment I that contains the RC and RP1 is
then obtained as

k
(RCεI)
I→RP1 =

a=RC∑

Ma

f(I,Ma)|c(Ma)
ChlD1

|2kintr . (2.62)

Compartments of different sizes are used below to find the bottleneck for the decay of excited
states in PS-II core complexes.

2.8 Parameters

The parameters of the theory are (i) the excitonic and charge density couplings between the
pigments, (ii) the spectral density of the pigment-protein coupling, and (iii) the site energies of
the pigments.

2.8.1 Excitonic and charge density couplings

The recent 3.0 Å structure of PS-II (Loll et al., 2005) to calculate the excitonic couplings between
the reaction center pigments by the ab initio TrEsp method, developed previously (Madjet et
al., 2006), that combines the accuracy of the ab initio transition density cube method (Krüger et
al., 1998) with the simplicity of the semi empirical transition monopole method (Chang, 1977)
is used.

The excitonic couplings V1001 are obtained by the TrEsp method (Madjet et al., 2006) as

V1001(m,n) =
∑

I,J

qI(1, 0)qJ(1, 0)

|R(m)
I −R(n)

J |
(2.63)

The TrEsp charges qI(1, 0) of the S0 → S1 transition were determined such as to fit the elec-
trostatic potential of the transition density obtained with TDDFT using a B3LYP exchange
correlation functional and a 6-31G* basis set, as explained in detail in ref (Madjet et al., 2006).
The charges were rescaled to yield an effective dipole moment of 4.4 D for Chla and 3.5 D for
Pheo that takes into account screening and local field effects of the Coulomb coupling in the
dielectric of the protein in an effective way.

The charge density couplings Vaabb in eq 2.3

Vaabb(m,n) =
1

εeff

∑

I,J

qI(a, a)qJ(b, b)

|R(m)
I −R(n)

J |
, (2.64)

are calculated with the ground and excited state partial charges qI(0, 0) and qI(1, 1). These
charges were obtained from a fit of the electrostatic potential of the ground and excited state
charge densities, respectively, using the same ab initio method as for the transition density.

The coupling between PD1 and PD2 was drastically reduced compared to the coupling ob-
tained from structural data with lower resolution and the transition monopole charges of Chang
(Chang, 1977). Judging from the structural data, considerable wavefunction overlap can be
expected between the two ”special pair” chlorophylls PD1 and PD2. This overlap results in a
Dexter type exchange coupling, in addition to Förster type Coulomb coupling obtained by the
TrEsp method. To estimate the exchange contribution we have refitted the eleven D1D2-cytb559
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spectra, studied previously (Raszewski et al., 2005), taking the ”special pair” coupling as well
as the site energies as fit parameters. The coupling was allowed to vary between 60 cm−1 and
240 cm−1. We obtained the same optimal site energies as previously (Raszewski et al., 2005)
and an optimal ”special pair” coupling of 140-170 cm−1. In parallel, we performed quantum
chemical calculations of the excited state energies and transition dipole moments of the ”special
pair” monomers and the whole dimer (Madjet et al., manuscript in preparation). The short
range coupling was extracted by comparing the monomer and dimer results, using an effective
two-state Hamiltonian. The obtained short range coupling was quantitatively too small. We
have translated the ”special pair” chlorophylls in the error range set by the crystallographic
resolution (Biesiadka, 2007) and obtained agreement with the above fitted coupling value. The
excitonic couplings used in the calculations are given in the Appendix (coupling for RC are
given in Table 7.1, while the ones used for the CP43 and CP47 are given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3
respectively).

2.8.2 Spectral density

The spectral density of the pigment-protein coupling in the B777-complex, consisting of a single
bacteriochlorophyll a molecule coupled to an α-helix, was extracted recently (Renger et al.,
2002) from fluorescence line narrowing spectra measured (Creemers el al., 1999) at 1.7 K. Here,
the same normalized functional form J0(ω) is assumed (

∫∞
0 J0(ω) dω = 1),

J0(ω) =
1

s1 + s2

∑

i=1,2

si

7! 2ω4
i

ω3 e−(ω/ωi)
1/2

(2.65)

with the extracted parameters s1 = 0.8, s2 = 0.5, h̄ω1 = 0.069 meV and h̄ω2 = 0.24 meV. The
spectral density J(ω) is described by (Müh et al., 2007; Raszewski et al., 2005; Adolphs et al.,
2006; Renger et al., 2007)

J(ω) = SJ0(ω) . (2.66)

A Huang-Rhys factor S = 0.65 is used for the RC pigments, that was estimated from the
temperature dependence of the absorption spectrum of D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (Raszewski
et al., 2005). The Huang-Rhys factor of the pigments in the core antenna subunits will be
estimated from the temperature dependence of the absorption spectra of CP43-complexes.

2.8.3 Site energies

The site energies of the pigments in the D1/D2 complexes as well as in CP43 and CP47 core
antennae are determined from a fit of linear absorption, linear dichroism, circular dichroism,
and fluorescence spectra (see sec. 2.9). In the case of D1/D2 complexes and CP47, these four
spectra are used in the fit. For CP43, the circular dichroism spectrum is excluded, because the
experimental spectrum is non-conservative and therefore cannot be described by the present
exciton theory.

The rate constants for excitation energy transfer are determined by the site energies, the
excitonic couplings, the spectral density and the correlation radius of protein vibrations Rc.
For the latter a value of 5Å is assumed, as determined from calculation of transient absorption
spectra and comparison with experimental data on D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (Renger et al.,
2002b) and on complexes of the water soluble chlorophyll binding protein (WSCP) (Renger et
al., 2007).
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2.9 Genetic algorithm

The value of every site energy of the chlorines in PS2 may vary from circa 650 nm to 690 nm
with continuous distribution. Therefore the total number of all combinations is infinite. One
has to put some restrains to the number of possible site energies, in this case it was reasonable
to vary the site energies within the 655-690 nm interval with 1 nm step, which results in 35
possible site energy values for every chlorine. Unfortunately the total number of all combination
(e.g. for the D1/D2 complex it is 358 which is ≈ 2.2 ∗ 1012) is too large to calculate optical
spectra for all possible combinations. One had to develop some kind of algorithm that is able
to determine these site energies in a reasonable time. A genetic algorithm was developed, which
bases on the evolutionary phenomenon of adopting to the environmental conditions. In this case
the environment is just the set of experimental data that has to be simulated and evolution is
performed in the set of site energies due to mutation processes.

I will describe the whole process of developing the genetic algorithm for better understanding
and clarity. The idea was to create several (in this case 20) sets of n values of site energies that
correspond to the n pigments present in complex, for D1/D2 n=8 and for CP43 and CP47
n=13 and 16 respectively. The values of these site energies were chosen by random from the
655-690 nm interval. These initial sets of the site energies was called ”Initial Parents” (IP).
After that for every member of IP absorption (OD), fluorescence (Flu), circular (CD) and linear
(LD) dichroism spectra were calculated and compared with experimental data. The quality of
the agreement between experimental and simulated spectra is described by the scoring function
S :

S =
∑

j=1,4

∑

i=1,n

wj [(f
(exp)
j (ωi)− f

(sim)
j (ωi))2 + (f ′(exp)

j (ωi)− f
′(sim)
j (ωi))2] (2.67)

where j 1. . . 4 denotes OD, CD, LD and Flu, n is the number of experimental points, fj(ωi)
is the value of the function fj and f ′(ωi) is the value of it’s first derivative. Introduction of
the first derivative was necessary to avoid (especially in case of CD) flattening of the simulated
spectrum. Such a situation could occur when the CD signal shows negative contribution in
the same wavelength where OD, LD and Flu shows positive contributions. Therefore it was
necessary to strengthen the CD contribution. The weighting factors wj were introduced for this
purpose.

The scoring function was calculated for every IP and the two (10% of initial number of IP)
sets with the highest scoring were kept for the next cycle of the genetic algorithm, while the
remaining ones were abandoned. These two sets became ”Parents” for the next generation of
”Children”. Children were created in the following way: every parent was cloned 9 times (to
keep population level constant in time). After cloning procedure, one or two point mutations
were applied on every clone. The point mutation is a process that for randomly chosen pigment,
changes its site energy in a random way to a new value from the 655-690 nm interval. The
number of point mutations (one or two) was also determined by random. The next step was to
calculate simultaneously OD, LD, CD and Flu for every set as well as their scoring functions, and
to create a new ranking. The two best sets were promoted to be ”Parents” (under condition that
their S was better than previous ”Parents’”, if not, then old ”Parents” became new ”Parents).
This whole procedure was repeated till the moment there was no change on the first two places
of the ranking for some number (≈ 100) of cycles. To avoid a situation where the ranking is
getting worse, two best sets from the previous cycle were kept and compared with the current
ones, in case of improvement they were abandoned otherwise they were kept.

Further on two major changes were introduces to the algorithm. The first one was including a
”Crossing over” procedure, which allows more dramatic changes than point mutations. ”Crossing
over” gives good results if it is applied on the sets from the middle of the ranking. When it was
applied on the sets from the top or bottom of the ranking, in most cases no improvement was
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2.9 Genetic algorithm
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Figure 2.2: Crossing-over.

visible. It is so, because top sets are already good and there is a very slim chance of improving
them by a drastic change, while bad ones have in general small chance of improvement. For
best results two (again 10%) sets with average scoring were taken and their site energies were
”crossed over” in the following way (see Fig. 2.2):

1. A pigment number ip is randomly chosen and serves as a border for the crossing over
operation.

2. The site energies of all pigments i with i < ip of the first set are exchanged with respective
site energies of the second set.

This operation allowed to shorten the calculation time by approximately 20% for all complexes.

The second change in the genetic algorithm was the inclusion of a ”Fine tuning” procedure,
where point mutation were allowed only to vary site energies in a very small range (usually ±
2 nm from their original values). It was applied in the very end of the evolution process, where
radical point mutation are very likely to do more harm than good. This procedure proved to
be very useful in case of D1/D2 complexes, however in case of both antenna systems it did not
improve the fit results.

The whole procedure of obtaining site energies was repeated for 100 times. The resulting
100 sets of optimal site energies were further investigated. Approximately 20% of the best sets
had more or less the same score and resulted in similar site energy values, indicating a global
rather than a local minimum.
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2. Theory of optical spectra and exciton energy transfer
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Chapter 3

Optical spectra of isolated
Photosystem II reaction centers

In this chapter a detailed calculation of optical properties of reaction center (D1-D2-cytb559)
complexes based on the structural analysis of photosystem II of T. elongatus is presented. The
calculations of absorption, linear dichroism, circular dichroism, fluorescence spectra, all at 5
K, and the temperature dependence of the absorption spectrum are used to extract the local
optical transition energies of the reaction center pigments, the so-called site energies, from
experimental data. The site energies are verified by calculations and comparison with seven
additional independent experiments. Exciton relaxation and primary electron transfer in the
reaction center are studied using the site energies. The calculations are used to interpret transient
optical data. Evidence is provided for the accessory chlorophyll of the D1-branch as being the
primary electron donor and the location of the triplet state at low temperatures.

This chapter is organized in the following way. First an overview of the problems addressed
in this chapter is given. Next, the calculation of the stationary spectra of the D1/D2 subunits
and comparison with experimental data are used to determine site energies of the pigments in
this subunit. These site energies are tested afterwards in the calculation of various independent
spectra. These parameters are later used to study exciton relaxation and primary electron
transfer, which provides evidence for ChlD1 being the primary electron donor as well as a host
for the triplet state at low temperatures.
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3. Optical spectra of isolated Photosystem II reaction centers

3.1 Overview

As in the bacterial reaction center (bRC), electron transfer in PS-II is known (Shkuropatov et al.,
1997, 1999) to proceed only along one of the two branches, that are related by a pseudo-twofold
rotation symmetry. However, an important difference between these two types of RCs is that
only the PS-II RC can create a high enough redox potential for the splitting of water and the
evolution of oxygen that forms the basis for our life. Neither the reasons nor the consequences
of the high redox potential of PS-II RC are well understood. One reason for the higher redox
potential is likely to be the somewhat smaller overlap of the two ”special pair” chlorophyll
wavefunctions that leads to a more localized cation state in PS-II than in bRC.

A consequence of the high redox potential is that the PS-II RC cannot use carotenoids for
photoprotection, i.e. the quenching of chlorophyll triplet states, because the carotenoids would
be oxidized if they were in close enough vicinity of the RC chlorophylls for Dexter type triplet
transfer. An alternative quenching mechanism for the triplet states concerns the quenching by
the singly reduced quinone QA (van Mieghem et al., 1995; Noguchi, 2002). This quenching is
more efficient in PS-II than in bRC because in the latter the triplet state is localized at the
special pair whereas in the former it is likely to be localized at the accessory chlorophyll of the
D1-branch (van Mieghem et al., 1991), ChlD2, which is closer to QA.

Due to the large excitonic coupling between the two special pair bacteriochlorophylls in bRC,
the excitation energy relaxes to the low–energy special pair band and electron transfer starts
from the special pair. In addition, it was found (van Brederode et al., 1997, 1999a) that direct
excitation of the accessory bacteriochlorophyll can lead to primary charge separation from there.
The latter observation triggered a discussion on the primary donor in PS-II (van Brederode et
al., 1999; Dekker et al., 2000; Prokhorenko et al., 2000; Diner et al., 2001, 2002; Barter et al.,
2003), since in PS-II the excitonic coupling in the “special pair” is much weaker than in the
bRC and, therefore, the lowest excited state in the PS-II RC is not necessarily localized at
the ”special pair”. In fact, fluorescence line narrowing spectra at 5 K (Peterman et al., 1998)
contain signatures of a carbonyl stretch vibration at 1669 cm−1 which was assigned by static
and time–resolved infrared spectroscopy to ChlD2 (Noguchi et al., 1993, 1998, 2001). In the
light of the latter finding and the structural similarity between the two types of RCs it may
be expected that the detour of electron transfer starting at the accessory bacteriochlorophyll in
bRC becomes the main primary electron transfer event in PS-II.

An interesting prediction of a previous multimer model (Merry et al., 1996) is the existence
of two low energy exciton states which are localized on the two different branches of the RC. This
model was used to explain the relatively slow relaxation times that were measured in transient
anisotropy experiments (Merry et al., 1996) at room temperature. Consistent with this idea
the decrease of the quantum yield of fluorescence between 4 K and 70 K (Groot et al., 1994)
was explained by assuming that trap states localized on the electron transfer inactive branch
are responsible for fluorescence and that those states are thermally activated and quenched by
charge transfer upon raising the temperature (Groot et al., 1994). The present calculations do
not support the latter idea. Instead, they are consistent with the suggestion (Peterman et al.,
1998) that a certain fraction of the RCs is unable to perform charge separation and fluoresces.
With respect to the anisotropy decay (Merry et al., 1996), the calculations suggest that it is due
to excitation energy transfer between PheoD2 and ChlD2.
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3.2 Results

Figure 3.1: Arrangement of pigments in the PS-II RC. Numbers are the wavelengths in nm
corresponding to the site energies of the pigments.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Obtaining site energies of the D1/D2 complexes

The genetic algorithm was used to determine the values of the site energies of the 6 chlorophylls
and 2 pheophytins in D1/D2 subunit of PS2. For the fit the experimental data (OD, CD, LD
and Fluorescence at 6K) measured by Germano et al. (2001, 2000) were used. Several (∼20%) of
the obtained sets of optimal site energies contain more or less the same values (difference ∼1-2
nm), they all share the same unique property, i.e. the accessory chlorophyll of the D1-branch
(ChlD1) has the lowest site energy (∼678 nm). The values of the optimal site energies are given
in Fig. 3.1. The calculations were performed using the inhomogeneous width (Fwhm) of 180
cm−1 and Huang-Rhys factor S=0.65, results are shown in Fig. 3.2. The Huang-Rhys factor
was determined by calculations of OD the temperature dependence measured by Germano et al.
(2001) at 6K, Konermann et al. (1996) at 10K, 77K, 150K and 277K (Fig. 3.7). It is clear that
all of the calculated spectra show a very good agreement with experimental data (Fig. 3.2).

3.2.2 Calculation of independent spectra

Cryogenic temperatures The site energies obtained from genetic algorithm were verified by
calculation of several optical spectra of D1/D2 complexes and comparison with experimental
data. We calculated all spectra that were available:
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Figure 3.2: Absorption (OD), circular dichroism (CD), fluorescence and linear dichroism (LD)
spectra of D1-D2 complexes at 6 K. Solid lines show calculations obtained for the optimized site
energies given in Fig. 3.1. Circles are the experimental data by Germano et al. (2001, 2000).

1. Triplet minus singlet (T-S) spectra at 10K (Germano et al., 2001) to verify site energies
of PD1 and ChlD1.

2. OD, CD and LD for chemically modified Pheophytin to verify site energies of PheoD1 and
PheoD2 (Germano et al., 2001)

3. Absorption of so-called RC5 complexes (D1-D2 complexes that consist only 5 chlorophylls)
to verify position of ChlzD1 as ChlzD2 (Vacha et al., 1995)

4. Difference spectra Pheo−D1−PheoD1 that involve reduced PheoD1 (Vacha et al., 2002) and
P+

D1Pheo−D1−PD1PheoD1 where in addition PD1 is oxidized (van Kan et al., 1990) were
calculated as well as T-S spectra at 77K and at room temperature (Durrant et al., 1990),
to verify the site energies of PheoD1 and PD1

T-S spectra at 6K were measured by Germano et al. (2001). The T-S spectrum is presented
in Fig. 3.3, it is clear that triplet state localized on the ChlD1 gives excellent agreement with
experiment, while triplet state localized on the PD1 does not explain the experiment.

Recently Germano and co-workers replaced the pheophytin of the in-active D2 branch with
chemically modified pheophytin and measured OD, CD and LD of such D1/D2 complex. This
modified pheophytin absorbs in the solution about 13 nm to the blue of the native one. Since this
shift can be different in protein environment it was treated as parameter during the calculations.
Reasonably good fits of OD, CD and LD were obtained for ∼23 nm shift, results are presented
in Fig. 3.4. The calculated absorption difference spectrum (Fig. 3.4A solid line) is in a very
good agreement with experimental data in both spectra main bleaching is appearing at 679 nm
and positive peak at ∼672 nm. The same holds for LD (Fig. 3.4C solid line) the main peak in
the experiment and in the calculation occurs at 680 nm. Whereas the experimental bleaching
at 667 nm is well represented by the calculated one. The small experimental bleaching at about
655 nm is almost absent in the theory. In the case of CD (Fig. 3.4D solid line) all experimental
bands are reproduced by theory, however the height of band at 670 nm is too strong in the
theory and the experimental shoulder at 682 nm occurs at 680 nm in the theory. Finally a
similar exchange experiment was done for PheoD1, however in this case it was impossible to
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Figure 3.3: Triplet minus singlet spectra at 10K. Circles are experimental data by Germano et
al. (2001). Solid line is calculation assuming triplet on ChlD1, dashed line is calculation assuming
triplet on PD1.
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Figure 3.4: A): Absorption difference (∆OD) for exchanged PheoD2, B): Absorption difference
(∆OD) for exchanged PheoD2 and PheoD1 C): Linear dichroism (LD) for exchanged PheoD2, D):
Circular dichroism (CD) for exchanged PheoD2. All at 6K. Solid lines are calculations, circles
are experimental data by Germano et al. (2001).
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Figure 3.5: A): Absorption difference PheoD1
− at 77K, circles are experimental data by Vacha et

al. (2002) solid line is calculation including electrochromic shift, while dotted line is calculation
excluding electrochromic shift. B): Absorption difference P+

D1Pheo−D1−PD1PheoD1at 10K. Circles
are experiment by van Kan et al. (1990), solid line is calculation, dashed line is calculation with
site energies lowered by 1 nm (see text).

exchange only PheoD1 but both had to be exchanged (Germano et al., 2001, 2000). The result
of the calculation is shown in Fig. 3.4B (solid line). Excellent agreement between theory and
experiment is obtained. In Fig. 3.5A the absorption spectrum for reduced PheoD1 is compared
with experimental data measured by Vacha et al. (2002) at 77K. The dotted line shows the
calculation without electrochromic shift of the site energies, such calculation describes main
bleaching at ∼680 nm but does not describe positive band at 675 nm that is present in the
experiment. Including electrochromic shifts of site energies with effective dielectric constant
εeff=1.5, gives excellent agreement between experimental and calculated spectra.

The next spectrum that was calculated was absorption difference for oxidized PD1 and re-
duced PheoD1 at 10K. Experimental data were collected by van van Kan et al. (1990). Assuming
εeff=1.5 like in case of Pheo−D1−PheoD1 spectrum gave solid curve in Fig. 3.5B. In theory and
experiment main bleaching appears at ∼680 nm, however the experimental high energy shoulder
at ∼672 nm appears in the theory as a separated peak.

In Fig.3.6 theoretical absorption spectra of D1/D2 complexes that lack one of the two Chlz
(RC5) are compared with measured data by Vacha et al. (1995) at 77K. Only one case (ChlzD1

is absent) is shown for clarity in figure. In any case (either ChlzD1 or ChlzD2 is absent) the cal-
culations match the experiment. For better visibility both theoretical and experimental (simply
substracting experimental RC6 from RC5) difference spectra of RC5-RC6 were calculated. The
experimental curve (squares in Fig. 3.6) has a main bleaching at 667 nm that is present in the
theoretical curve but additionally to that there is also a very small secondary bleaching at ∼687
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Figure 3.6: Absorption and absorption difference of RC6 and RC5 complexes (see text) at
77K. Circles (RC6) and stars (RC5) are experimental values by Vacha et al. (1995), solid and
dotted lines are calculations. Dashed line and squares are theoretical and experimental difference
spectra, RC5-RC6.

nm that is not present in the theory.

Temperature dependence The temperature dependence of the absorption spectrum is shown
in Fig. 3.7. Experimental data were collected at 6K by Germano et al. (2001) and 10K, 77K,
150K, 277K by Konermann et al. (1996). The present model of site energies (see Fig. 3.1) nicely
explains the temperature dependence of the OD spectrum, assuming Hung-Rhys factor S=0.65.
The overall quality of the fit can by improved by shifting the ChlD1 site energy to the blue with
respect to its value at 5K by 0.5 nm. for 77K, 1 nm for 150K and 3 nm for 277K. This feature
will be discussed later in detail.

The triplet minus singlet spectrum was the second experiment for which the temperature
dependence was calculated. Experimental data were collected by Germano et al. (2001) at
10K, and by Durrant et al. (1990) at 77K and room temperature. Results of calculations
and corresponding experiments are presented in Fig. 3.8. It is absolutely clear that in 10K
theoretical curve with the triplet state localized on the ChlD1 fully resembles experimental one,
while placing the triplet state on the PD1 does not. At higher temperatures it is impossible to
explain the T-S spectrum by placing the triplet state just on the ChlD1 (see Fig. 3.8 B&C). It is
however possible that at higher temperatures the triplet state is not fully localized on the ChlD1

but rather delocalized over ChlD1 and PD1. The relative population of the two triplet states
localized on ChlD1 and on PD1 follows thermal (Boltzmann) distribution. Therefore estimating
this relative population at one temperature should determine this ratio at any other temperature.
Really good fit for 77K was obtained if it is assumed that the relative population of the two
triplet states 3ChlD1and 3P3

D1is 75:25. Such mixing ratio corresponds to an energy gap between
3ChlD1and 3P3

D1of 10 meV. At room temperature this energy gap results in a relative population
of 57:43. In Fig. 3.8 the results of the calculations are shown. They match perfectly well the
experimental data.

3.2.3 Delocalization of excited states

Fig. 3.9 compares the density of exciton states dM(ω) of the six core pigments with exciton states
pigment distribution dm(ω). The two lowest exciton states M=1 and 2 are almost completely
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Figure 3.7: Temperature dependence of absorption spectra of D1-D2 complexes. Circles corre-
spond to the experimental data by Germano et al. (2001) and Konermann et al. (1996), solid
lines are the spectra calculated taking into account a temperature dependence of the site energy
of ChlD2 (678 nm at 5K, 677.5 nm at 77 K, 677 nm at 150 K, and 675 nm at 277 K), dashed
lines are calculations with constant site energy of ChlD1 (678 nm). The spectra at different
temperatures have been shifted vertically by adding a constant for better visibility.

dominated by contributions from ChlD1 and PheoD2, respectively, as seen in Fig. 3.9 (top). The
”special pair” pigments (PD1 and PD2) contribute equally to the exciton states M=3 and 6.
PheoD1 dominates exciton state M=4 and ChlD2 exciton state M=5.

3.2.4 Calculation of primary electron transfer

In Fig. 3.10 decay of exciton population due to primary electron transfer is calculated for 7K and
for room temperature, assuming that the primary electron donor is either PD1 (top) or ChlD1

(bottom). For the calculation at room temperature in both cases the decay rates are in the same
order of magnitude. At cryogenic temperature the decay rate obtained for ChlD1 being primary
electron donor increases, while, if it is assumed to be PD1 being primary electron donor, this
rate dramatically decreases. At low temperature the decay becomes multiexponential. For these
calculations a temperature independent intrinsic charge separation constant kint = (2ps)−1 was
assumed.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Character of excited states in D1/D2 complex

The largest site energies are obtained for PD1 and PD2 and the lowest one for ChlD2. As a
consequence of this difference in site energies which is larger than the coupling in the “special
pair”, the lowest exciton state is not dominated by the special pair as in bRC but by ChlD2

(upper part of Fig.3.9). This result is in agreement with fluorescence line narrowing (Peterman
et al., 1998) and infrared spectroscopic studies by Noguchi et al. (2001). Similarly, because of
its second lowest site energy, PheoD2 dominates the second lowest exciton state.
The strong coupling between PD1 and PD2 gives rise to two exciton states at 675 and 660 nm
which are delocalized over the two pigments, as seen in the middle part of Fig. 3.9. In this
respect the PD1/PD2 dimer is still a “special pair” as its counterpart in bRc. The high-energy
exciton state of the “special pair” carries only very little oscillator strength, as can be judged
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Figure 3.8: A): T-S spectra at 10K. Circles are experimental data by Germano et al. (2001),
solid line is calculation assuming triplet state on ChlD1, dotted line is calculation assuming
triplet state on PD1. B): T-S spectra at 77K. Circles are experimental data by Durrant et al.
(1990). Dotted line is calculation assuming triplet on ChlD1, dashed line is calculation assuming
triplet on PD1. Solid line is mixture of both assuming thermal distribution of the triplet state
between ChlD1 and PD1. C): T-S spectra at room temperature. Circles are experimental data by
Durrant et al. (1990). Dotted line is calculation assuming triplet state on ChlD1, dashed line is
calculation assuming triplet on PD1. Solid line is mixture of both assuming thermal distribution
of the triplet state between ChlD1 and PD1.
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Figure 3.10: Left part: Calculation of disorder averaged exciton lifetimes at 6 K, A: for the
6 strongly coupled core pigments, B: including also the two peripheral chlorophylls ChlzD1,
ChlzD2. Right part: Calculation of exciton population decay at 7 K (solid lines) and at room
temperature (dashed lines) due to primary electron transfer, C: assuming primary donor is PD1,
D: assuming primary donor is ChlD1.

from the absorption spectrum in the upper right part of Fig. 3.2.
Although the remaining exciton states are dominated by single pigments, there is still delocal-
ization as it becomes obvious in Fig. 3.9 by the additional peaks in the exciton states pigment
distributions dm(ω). The density of exciton states

dM (ω) = 〈
∑

M

δ(ω − ωM )〉dis (3.1)

is compared in Fig. 3.9 with the exciton states pigment distribution

dm(ω) = 〈
∑

M

|c(M)
m |2δ(ω − ωM )〉dis , (3.2)

where h̄ωM is the energy of the Mth exciton state, |c(M)
m |2 is the probability that pigment m is

excited in the Mth exciton state. For example from the dPheoD1
(ω) in the lower part of Fig. 3.9

it is seen that PheoD1 contributes mainly to an exciton state at 672 nm (M=4) but that it also
participates in the lowest exciton state (M=1). Overall, the delocalization of excited states of
the core pigments in the present model is lower than in the previous multimer model of equal
site energies (Durrant et al., 1995; Renger et al., 2002a) and larger than in a model that assumes
delocalization only in the special pair (Konermann et al., 1996).
The excited states of the peripheral chlorophylls are localized and carry the oscillator strength
of monomeric chlorophyll. The stronger coupling between the six core pigments redistributes
their oscillator strength to the red side of the spectrum, as found earlier by Durrant et al. (1995)
and Renger et al. (2002a). Therefore, there is a large contribution from Chlz in the blue part of
the absorption spectrum of D1-D2 RC-complexes.
The temperature dependence of the site energy of ChlD2 inferred from the calculation of the
temperature dependence of absorption and T-S spectra may be due to a partial charge transfer
character of the excited state of ChlD2. In bacterial reaction centers a 30 nm blue shift of
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3. Optical spectra of isolated Photosystem II reaction centers

the low–energy absorption band was observed by Huber et al. (1998) between 15 K and room
temperature. This shift was explained recently by Renger et al. (2004) by a dynamic localization
of a mixed excited/charge transfer state.

From unconventional Stark spectra measured by Frese et al. (2003) such a charge transfer
character of a state in the red side of the spectrum was suggested. Further support for this
view is obtained from calculation of absorption difference spectra of PS-II core complexes. In
those calculations the same site energies as in D1-D2 complexes can be assumed except for
ChlD2 which has a 3 nm red-shifted site energy in PS-II core complexes. Since charge transfer
interactions depend on wavefunction overlaps of different pigments, small conformational changes
of the protein, as they may occur in different preparations, can have a visible effect on the
optical spectra. The small negative bleaching between 685 nm and 690 nm in the experimental
difference spectrum of the preparations with 5 and 6 chlorophylls (Fig. 3.6) might have the
same origin. Alternatively, it was suggested by Konermann et al. (1996) that an additional
non-stochiometrically bound chlorophyll absorbs at this wavelength.

Besides the site energies, an important parameter determined from the temperature depen-
dence of the absorption spectrum in Fig. 3.7 is the Huang Rhys factor S=0.65. This value is in
agreement with the S=0.7 determined from hole burning studies (Groot et al., 1996) for the low-
est state and the S = 0.7 determined for PheoD1 by Tang et al. (1990) and the S < 1 determined
for higher energy exciton states by Jankowiak et al. (1989). Larger S-values (S=1.6. . . 1.9) for a
low-energy exciton state have been obtained from fluorescence line narrowing (Peterman et al.,
1998) and site selective triplet minus singlet absorption spectra measured by Jankowiak et al.
(1989) and Kwa et al. (1994).

In calculations, for simplicity, the same S-factor was assumed for all pigments of the same
subunit. A more detailed description should include the mixing with charge transfer states and
will lead to a larger S-factor of the states with partial charge transfer character (Renger et al.,
2004).

3.3.2 Verification of site energies of D1/D2 complex pigments

Position at which pigments manifest their presence in spectra is due to excitonic coupling shifted
with respect to their site energies. Such situation is clearly visible in the difference spectra in
Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 A, B. The three low–energy pigments, ChlD1, PheoD1 and PheoD2, show a
negative bleaching at about 680 nm, instead of 678nm or 672/675nm. Excitonic coupling is
also responsible for the positive peak occurring between 670 nm and 678 nm in the 10 K T-S
spectrum and in the difference spectra with modified pheophytins.

In the case of reduced PheoD1 (site energy of 672nm) in Figs. 3.5 A and B, position of
negative bleaching ∼681nm. is a consequence of mixture of excitonic and electrochromic effects.
By reducing PheoD1 the change in excitonic coupling to ChlD1 leads to a blue shift of the low-
energy exciton band, that is dominated by ChlD1, causing the main bleaching at 681 nm in the
difference spectrum. The bleaching of an exciton state at 671 nm (dotted line in Fig. 3.5 A), that
is dominated by PheoD1, is compensated by electrochromic effects in the difference spectrum
with reduced PheoD1 in Fig. 3.5 A. So although one would expect in this experiment to see
clear effect of reducing PheoD1 on absorption spectrum, what is seen instead is contribution of
ChlD1. Worth noting is, that the contribution of PheoD1 in the lowest exciton state (and hence
its excitonic coupling with ChlD2) is seen also in the lower part of Fig. 3.9. In the spectrum
with reduced PheoD1 and oxidized PD1 in Fig. 3.5 B this bleaching appears in the theoretical
spectrum as a separate peak and in the experimental spectrum as a shoulder.

The value of εeff = 2 used in the calculation of electrochromic shifts in site energies is smaller
than the εeff = 4.5 − 4.7 for the electron transfer active L-branch of bRC but similar to the
εeff = 1.5 − 1.6 for the electron transfer inactive M-branch of bRC reported by Steffen et al.
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(1994).
The localization of the triplet at ChlD2 at low temperatures in Fig. 3.3 agrees with an earlier

prediction of van Mieghem et al. (1991) who inferred from EPR measurements that the triplet
is localized on a pigment with a chlorine plane that is tilted by 30 degrees with respect to the
membrane. The verification and specification of this earlier proposal (van Mieghem et al., 1991)
by calculations that are based on parameters extracted from independent experiments is one of
main results of this thesis. The calculations in Fig. 3.3 proof, both, the site energy of ChlD2

and the localization of the triplet state at this pigment at low temperatures.
The thermally activated hopping of the triplet between ChlD1 and PD1 at higher temper-

atures in Fig. 3.8 is in agreement with FTIR measurements by Noguchi et al. (1993), EPR
measurements by Kamowski et al. (1996) and T-S spectra on mutants by Diner et al. (2001).
For the energy difference of the two triplet states of D1/D2 complex, 3ChlD1 and 3PD1, values of
8 meV and 13 meV were inferred from the temperature dependence of the spectra by Noguchi
et al. (1993) and Kamowski et al. (1996). The present value of 10 meV is in between those two
earlier values. The contribution due to the triplet state at PD1, provides evidence for the site
energy of the “special pair” pigments PD1 and PD2 which give rise to an exciton state around
675 nm (compare Fig. 3.9) that is bleached upon triplet formation at PD1 and leads to the high
energy shoulder in the spectrum in Fig. 3.8.

The experimental and calculated difference spectra, RC-5 - RC-6 in Fig. 3.6 show a main
bleaching around 667 nm, which agrees with the site energies assigned for the two Chlz. Since
the excited states of the Chlz are localized, the bleaching occurs at the position of their site
energy. There is support for the present assignment of nearly equal site energies for the two
Chlz from time-dependent measurements as will be discussed in detail later.

Finally, there is one experiment (Jankowiak et al., 1999) where PheoD2 was reported to
be reduced and a main bleaching in the difference spectrum was measured at 668 nm, which
cannot be described by the present set of parameters. The interpretation (Jankowiak et al.,
1999) of the 668 nm bleach as site energy of PheoD2 is in contrast with the present assignment
of 675 nm, which can explain the exchange experiments by Germano et al. (2001, 2000) that
find a main bleaching at 680 nm as shown in Fig. 3.4 A, B and discussed above. Based on
their interpretation of the 668 nm bleach, it was suggested (Jankowiak et al., 1999) that PheoD2

is effectively decoupled from the other reaction center pigments. On the basis of the recent
structural data (Biesiadka et al., 2004; Ferreira et al., 2003), neither the excitonic couplings, nor
the present determination of site energies support this so–called pentamer model (Jankowiak et
al., 1999).

3.3.3 Functional implications

Using the parameters determined and verified from optical spectra, excitation energy transfer
was calculated in Fig. 3.10. The left part of Fig. 3.10 shows that exciton relaxation among
the six core pigments occurs on a subpicosecond time scale in agreement with pump-probe
experiments (Durrant et al., 1992). In the right part of Fig. 3.10 it is seen that ChlzD1 and
ChlzD2 transfer their excitation energy on a 10-100 ps time scale to the core pigments. The latter
result is in agreement with pump–probe experiments by (Vacha et al., 1995) who find a 50 %
decrease of a slow component around 670 nm when they compare the kinetics in RC-5 and RC-6
preparations after 665 nm excitation. It is likely that the remaining 50 % of the slow component
in RC-5 preparations is due to the second Chlz and, therefore, that both Chlz absorb around
670 nm, in agreement with the present and our earlier (Renger et al., 2002a) calculations.

The life times in the 100 fs - 1 ps range obtained at room temperature at low energies around
680 nm (inset of upper left part in Fig. 3.10) agree with relaxation times found in transient
anisotropy measurements (Merry et al., 1996) at room temperature. From the anisotropy studies
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(Merry et al., 1996) an angle of 70 ±10 degrees was obtained for the two low energy exciton
states that are responsible for the decay of the anisotropy. As shown in the upper part of Fig.
3.9 the two lowest exciton states in the present model are dominated by ChlD2 and PheoD2.
The angle between their optical transition dipole moments is 68 degrees. We conclude that the
experimental anisotropy decay reflects excitation energy transfer between ChlD2 and PheoD2.

In the calculation of primary electron transfer, assuming a constant intrinsic rate constant
kintr, a very different temperature dependence of the primary electron transfer is found when
the primary donor is assigned either to ChlD2 or to PD1. The first case is associated with an
acceleration of electron transfer, because at low temperatures only the lowest exciton state is
populated and this state is dominated by ChlD2. Because of the minor contribution of PD1 in
the lowest exciton state (as seen in the middle part of Fig. 3.9), electron transfer slows down
considerably with decreasing temperature if PD1 is assumed to be the primary donor. There
are contrasting experimental evidences concerning either an increase (Groot et al., 1997) or a
decrease (Greenfield et al., 1997, 1999) of the primary electron transfer rate with temperature.

A rather direct way of detecting primary charge transfer was chosen by (Greenfield et al.,
1997, 1999) who detected the time-dependent rise of the pheophytin anion band and simultane-
ously the bleach of the Qx band of pheophytin. In their studies (Greenfield et al., 1997, 1999)
the fast phase of electron transfer was found to increase between (8ps)−1 at 277 K and (5ps)−1

at 7 K. This increase of the rate is in agreement with the present calculations, if the primary
electron donor is identified as ChlD2. If PD1 is the donor the calculated decrease of the rate with
decreasing temperature is much more dramatic than in the alternative set of experimental data
(Groot et al., 1997). Based on the above results we infer that ChlD1 is likely to be the primary
donor in PS-II.
We note, that the multiexponential decay that is calculated for low temperatures is due to the
disorder that can give rise to a lowest energy exciton state that is localized on a pigment differ-
ent from the primary donor, an effect discussed earlier by (Prokhorenko et al., 2000). However,
this effect disappears at higher temperatures when more states than the lowest exciton state
contribute, although multiexponential decay is also measured at room temperature (Greenfield
et al., 1997). We, therefore, conclude that additional sources for dispersive kinetics are present
in the experiment, as, for example, a distribution of intrinsic charge transfer rate constants.

This point is related to the question: Which is the fluorescent state in D1D2-complexes at
low temperatures ? In the calculation of fluorescence in Fig. 3.2 we implicitly assumed that there
exists a certain fraction of complexes which are not capable of performing charge transfer and
fluoresce but have an identical excitonic structure as those complexes which transfer electrons.
In the following the internal consistency of this assumption is discussed.

In electron transfer active complexes, the quantum yield of the fluorescence is limited by
the competition of fluorescence and charge transfer, both occurring from an equilibrated excited
state manifold. The relative yield 〈kflu/(kflu + kcs)〉dis, calculated from the present parameters,
the ket and a kflu = (4ns)−1 (Groot et al., 1996), varies between 0.02 at 4 K and 0.008 at 60 K.
These values have to be compared with the ratio ηD1D2/ηChl of fluorescence quantum yields of
D1D2-complexes and of chlorophyll a in solution, that varies between 0.07/0.3 = 0.23 at 4 K
and 0.06/0.3 = 0.20 at 60 K (Groot et al., 1994). The one order of magnitude difference between
the calculated and measured yields shows that in the present model the trap fluorescence is too
weak to explain the experiment. However, part of the decrease of the experimental yield with
increasing temperature might be due to decreasing trap fluorescence.

The spectrum, obtained for the trap fluorescence by weighting the homogeneous fluorescence
of every complex by the factor kflu/(kflu + kcs) and averaging over disorder, is similar in shape
to the fluorescence spectrum calculated in Fig. 3.2 but red–shifted by 2-3 nm. In addition,
in the present model, the trap fluorescence is dominated by PheoD2. However, site selection
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experiments show, that the fluorescence at low temperatures is mainly due to chlorophyll and
not due to pheophytin (Kwa et al., 1994; Peterman et al., 1998; Konermann et al., 1997). In
summary, the present model is consistent with a fluorescence occurring from an exciton state with
the main contributions from ChlD2 and disagrees with a model that assumes major contributions
to the fluorescence from trap states. It is inferred, therefore, that ChlD2 plays a double role, it
acts as the primary electron donor in one fraction and fluoresces in another fraction of complexes
in the sample.

What could be the functional relevance of ChlD2 to be the location of the triplet state and
the primary electron donor ? As discussed in the introduction it was suggested (van Mieghem
et al., 1995; Noguchi, 2002) that triplets at ChlD2 can be efficiently quenched by singly reduced
QA. Since these triplet states which are formed by charge recombination can react with triplet
oxygen to form the physiologically dangerous singlet oxygen, the proposed quenching mechanism
(Noguchi, 2002), and thereby the location of the triplet state, are of importance for protecting
the photosystem under light stress.

If ChlD2 is the primary electron donor, electron transfer is favored energetically only along
one branch for the following reasons: The neighboring PD1 has the lowest oxidation potential
since the cation is known to be stabilized there, and so in a simple picture it has the highest
HOMO level of the core pigments. Therefore, it is likely that the highest LUMO level also
belongs to PD1 and, hence, PD1 could transfer an excited electron energetically downhill along
both branches. For the same reasons, the ChlD2 can transfer the electron downhill only to the
PheoD1. The unidirectionality of electron transfer in PS-II might have the advantage to limit
the photophysical damage to one branch.
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Chapter 4

Optical spectra of reaction centers in
Photosystem II core complexes

In this chapter absorbance difference spectra associated with the light-induced formation of func-
tional states in photosystem II core complexes from Thermosynechococcus elongatus and Syne-
chocystis sp. PCC 6803 (e.g. 3P-1P, P+

D1Pheo−D1−PD1PheoD1, P+
D1Q

−
A−PD1QA) are described.

In addition, effects of site-directed mutations of D1-His198, the axial ligand of the “special pair”
chlorophyll PD1, and D1-Thr179, an amino acid residue nearest to the accessory chlorophyll
ChlD1, on the spectral properties of reaction center are analyzed. Using pigment transition
energies (site energies) determined in the previous chapter from independent experiments on
D1-D2-cytb559 complexes, good agreement between calculated and experimental spectra is ob-
tained. The only difference in site energies of the reaction center pigments in D1-D2-cytb559 and
photosystem II core complexes concerns ChlD1. Compared to isolated reaction centers, the site
energy of ChlD1 is red shifted by 4 nm and less inhomogeneously distributed in core complexes.
The site energies cause primary electron transfer at cryogenic temperatures to be initiated by an
excited state that is strongly localized on ChlD1 rather than from a delocalized state as assumed
in the previously described multimer model. This result is consistent with earlier experimental
data on ”special pair” mutants and with calculations on D1-D2-cytb559 complexes, presented in
the last chapter. The calculations show that at 5 K the lowest excited state of the reaction center
is lower by about 10 nm than the low-energy exciton state of the two ”special pair” chlorophylls
PD1 and PD2 which form an excitonic dimer. The experimental temperature dependence of
the wild type difference spectra can only be understood in the present model if temperature
dependent site energies are assumed for ChlD1 and PD1, reducing the above energy gap from
10 to 6 nm upon increasing the temperature from 5 to 300 K. At physiological temperature
there are considerable contributions from all pigments to the equilibrated excited state P∗. The
contribution of ChlD1 is twice that of PD1 at ambient temperature, making it likely that the
primary charge separation will be initiated by ChlD1 under these conditions. The calculations of
absorption difference spectra provide independent evidence that after primary electron transfer
the hole stabilizes at PD1, and that the physiologically dangerous charge recombination triplets,
which may form under light stress, equilibrate between ChlD1 and PD1.

This chapter is organized in the following way. First an overview of the problems addressed
in this chapter is given. Next calculations of difference spectra of wild type and mutant core
complexes, that identify the functional states are presented. The temperature dependence of
the wild type difference spectra is discussed. At the end a discussion of (i) the necessary revision
of the multimer model, (ii) an identification of functional states at physiological temperatures,
and (iii) functional implications of our exciton model is provided.
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4.1 Overview

The following scheme of primary reactions was established for PS-II by various spectroscopic
techniques (recent reviews are given in Refs. (Renger et al., 2005; Diner et al., 2002)). Optical
excitation of the reaction center, either directly or via excitation energy transfer from the core
antennae CP43 and CP47 generates a state commonly referred to as P∗ which donates an electron
to the pheophytin of the electron transfer active D1-branch, PheoD1 and a state P+Pheo−D1 is
formed. The electron is transferred further to the plastoquinone QA and the hole via a tyrosine,
TyrZ, to the manganese cluster, where the water splitting reaction takes place. Under light
stress, a triplet state 3P680 may be generated in the reaction center by charge recombination of
3[Pheo−D1 P+

680]. Although the overall reaction scheme is clear, the molecular identities of some
of the functional states and the mechanistic and kinetic details are not.

It is still not entirely clear whether electron transfer at physiological temperatures starts at
the accessory chlorophyll of the D1-branch ChlD1 or at the ”special pair” chlorophyll PD1 or both.
On the one hand there are recent reports by Groot et al. (2005) and Holzwarth et al. (2006) who
inferred independently from femtosecond IR studies and pump-probe experiments in the visible
spectral region, respectively, that the primary electron transfer at physiological temperatures
occurs between ChlD1 and PheoD1. However, the reported timescale for the pheophytin reduction
differs by a factor of four to five. Whereas Groot et al. report a 600-800 fs time constant, that
of Holzwarth et al. is 3 ps.

In contrast, Novoderezhkin et al. (2005), based on a fit of linear and time-resolved non-linear
optical spectra, using an exciton model including charge transfer (CT) states, concluded that
the primary charge separated state is an intra ”special pair” CT state that either is directly
optically excited or populated within 100 fs by exciton relaxation from the core pigments. This
idea seems to be in line with studies of Krausz et al. (2005) who detected a long wavelength
excited state capable of charge separation. One difference between the two CT states is that the
one of Novoderezhkin et al. is broadened inhomogeneously whereas the one of Krausz was shown
to be homogeneously broadened (Krausz et al., 2005). In more recent work, Novoderezhkin et
al. (2007) concluded that two parallel electron transfer pathways exist, one starting from an
intra dimer CT state of the ”special pair” and one at ChlD1, where the relative importance of
the two pathways is determined by the specific realization of disorder in site energies.

A key idea about the identity of the primary electron donor in PS-II came from van Brederode
and van Grondelle et al. (van Brederode et al., 1997, 1999,a), who found that in bacterial reaction
centers there is ultrafast electron transfer from the excited state of the accessory bacteriochloro-
phyll (BA) of the L-branch. Electron transfer from B∗A is an order of magnitude faster than
electron transfer from the low energy exciton state of the special pair. However, in bacterial
reaction centers the slow pathway is dominant because of the large energy gap between the low
energy special pair exciton state and the remaining excited states that gives rise to an equili-
brated excited state population that is localized at the special pair. The fact that the excited
states of the PS-II reaction center are much closer in energy, as seen, e.g. from the absorption
spectrum, led van Brederode and van Grondelle et al. to suggest (van Brederode et al., 1999a)
that the fast side pathway in bacterial reaction centers might be the dominant one in PS-II.

Very much related to the question of the identity of the primary electron donor is the extent
to which P∗ is a delocalized excited state of the core pigments, as assumed in the multimer
model, or an excited state, that is localized on a particular pigment, the primary electron donor.
In the original multimer model proposed by Durrant et al. (1995) all of the pigments, in the
absence of excitonic couplings, had the same mean transition energy (site energy). In such a
model, all of the exciton states are delocalized over a number of core pigments, where the extent
of delocalization and the energy and population of a particular exciton state depend on the
particular realization of static disorder, caused by slow conformational motion of the protein.
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As the coupling between the two ”special pair” chlorophylls is the largest in all multimer models
(Durrant et al., 1995; Leegwater et al., 1997; Prokhorenko et al., 2000; Renger et al., 2002; Barter
et al., 2003), the lowest exciton state contains a considerable contribution from the ”special pair”
chlorophylls.

In contrast to these traditional multimer models, we suggested an exciton model (see sec.
3.2, and Raszewski et al. (2005)) with blue shifted site energies of the ”special pair” pigments
and a red shifted site energy of ChlD2, that results in a high degree of localization of the lowest
exciton state on the latter, a second lowest exciton state with a large contribution from the
pheophytin PheoD2 of the inactive D2-branch and where only the third lowest exciton state is
the low-energy exciton state of the ”special pair”. This model explains 11 independent optical
spectra of the D1-D2-cytb559 complexes, including difference spectra with chemically modified,
oxidized and reduced pigments and pigments in the triplet state (Raszewski et al., 2005) (see
sec.3.2). In a recent work of Novoderezhkin et al. (2007) similar site energies were inferred.

The D1-D2-cytb559 complexes unfortunately contain neither the manganese cluster nor the
primary quinone electron acceptor QA. Consequently, it is not possible to investigate with this
material the whole sequence of primary and secondary electron transfer reactions. In addition,
because of the rather harsh isolation procedure of the D1-D2-cytb559 complexes, it cannot be
excluded that the transition energies of the reaction center pigments might be different from
those in core complexes. This point has been raised ever since D1-D2-cytb559 preparations be-
came available (see e.g. Renger et al. (2005) and references therein). In this chapter evidence
is provided that the D1-D2-cytb559 complexes represent a valid model system for the reaction
center pigments in PS-II core complexes, as concerns the transition energies of the pigments.
The only modification with respect to proposed site energies of D1-D2-cytb559 complexes con-
cerns ChlD1, the site energy of which is red shifted in core complexes and less inhomogeneously
distributed.

A major difficulty in interpreting optical experiments on PS-II core complexes is that the
bands of the reaction center pigments strongly overlap each other as well as the bands of the
pigments in the core antenna subunits, CP43 and CP47. Therefore it is difficult in such a complex
to excite particular states of the reaction center. An alternative is to measure optical difference
spectra of core complexes in which particular reaction center pigments have been converted into
a different electronic state. The optical difference spectrum reveals only those pigments that
are coupled to the pigment that has undergone a change in electronic state. As the couplings
between the reaction center pigments and the pigments in the CP43 and CP47 subunits are weak,
the difference spectra provide direct information about the reaction center pigments of PS-II
core complexes without interference from the antenna pigments. The combination of optical
difference spectroscopy with site-directed mutagenesis, in which amino acid residues in the local
environment of certain chlorophylls are replaced, provides valuable information regarding the
transition energies of these pigments located at the sites of mutation.

Studies of the lowest excited state P∗ and of the state P+
680 at low temperatures, from triplet

minus singlet (T-S) and P+
680- P680 difference spectra on wild type and mutants of the axial

ligands of the ”special pair” chlorophylls of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 provided evidence that
electron transfer starts at ChlD1 and that the hole stabilizes at PD1 at low temperatures (Diner
et al., 2001). In addition, recent experiments on mutants with changes in the local environment
of ChlD1 have provided direct evidence that the charge recombination triplet is localized on
ChlD1 at low temperatures (Schlodder et al., 2008).

In this chapter an independent verification of the molecular identities of the states P∗, P+
680,

and 3P680 from exciton calculations of wild type difference spectra at low temperature and
comparison with experimental data is presented. It is demonstrated that the exciton model
presented previously in sec. 3.2 for D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (Raszewski et al., 2005), explains
these wild type spectra as well as the difference spectra measured on mutant core complexes.
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An important question is: Do the experimental and theoretical studies at cryogenic tem-
peratures reflect the same primary reactions that occur in the living cell, i.e., at physiological
temperatures ? There is a remarkable change of several difference spectra with increasing tem-
perature (Hillmann et al., 1995). At low-temperature multiple bands are visible in the P+

680-P680

difference spectrum, whereas at room temperature just a single bleaching band at 680 nm ap-
pears, the origin of the spectroscopic term P+

680. This strong overlap of different bands at
physiological temperatures is a major obstacle in identifying functional states.

It is shown in this chapter that the identity of the functional states does not change sig-
nificantly as function of temperature. The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant
and of the site energies of ChlD1 and PD1 are responsible for the temperature dependence of
the difference spectra involving P+

680. This change in site energies, however, does not alter the
exciton model, in that the lowest excited state is still localized at ChlD1. In the case of the T-S
spectrum, at higher temperatures more than one triplet state contributes.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Difference absorption spectra

Three calculated optical difference spectra are compared in Fig. 4.1 with experimental spectra
measured by Hillmann et al. (1995) on core complexes of Thermosynechococcus elongatus, the
same PS-II core complex for which the three dimensional structure was recently determined
(Loll et al., 2005). The site energy of the accessory chlorophyll of the D1-branch, ChlD1, was
red-shifted by 4 nm from 678 nm in D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (see sec.3.2) (Raszewski et al.,
2005) to 682 nm in PS-II core complexes.

In the calculation of the difference spectrum (P+
680 Pheo− - P680 Pheo) in the upper part

of Fig. 4.1 it was assumed that the electron is localized at the pheophytin of the D1-branch,
PheoD1, and the hole resides at the ”special pair” chlorophyll of the same branch, PD1. The
first assumption is justified by the fact that electron transfer occurs only along the D1-branch
(Shkuropatov et al., 1997, 1999) and the second one, suggested earlier from difference spectra
measured on mutant core complexes (Diner et al., 2001), was verified by considering different
possibilities of hole stabilization as discussed in detail further below. The experimental and
calculated spectra show two bleachings, one around 675 nm and one around 685 nm. When the
electrochromic shifts are neglected, only a single bleaching around 675 nm is obtained, whereas
the one at 685 nm vanishes. The strongest electrochromic shift of 5.6 nm to the blue was
calculated for the accessory chlorophyll of the D1-branch, ChlD1.

The two bleachings are also seen in the experimental and calculated (P+
680 Q−

A - P680QA)
spectrum in the middle part of Fig. 4.1. In the calculated spectrum, the low energy bleaching
also vanishes if no electrochromic shifts are included. However, the amplitude of the low energy
bleaching is smaller than the bleaching of the high energy one, whereas in the P+

680 Pheo− -
P680 Pheo spectrum discussed above the low energy bleaching is stronger. The site energy of
ChlD1 shifts most appreciably in the P+

680 Q−
A spectrum, by 3.3 nm to the blue. This shift is only

about half of that calculated for P+
680 Pheo−. The best agreement between the experimental

and calculated spectra is obtained by assuming that the hole is localized at PD1, as suggested
earlier (Diner et al., 2001). The spectra for alternative placement of the cation in the state P+

680

including P+
D2, (PD1PD2)+, and Chl+D1 are shown in Fig. 4.2 and give less satisfying agreement

with the experimental data.
The experimental and calculated T-S spectra in the lower part of Fig. 4.1 show a main

bleaching around 684 nm. We note that the position of this bleaching is red shifted by about
3 nm with respect to the one reported for D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (Germano et al., 2001).
The experimental spectra were measured for two different states of QA, singly (squares) and
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Figure 4.1: Experiments (Hillmann et al., 1995) and calculations of optical difference spectra of PS-II
core complexes from Thermosynechococcus elongatus. The calculations were performed using the site
energies determined previously 3.2 (Raszewski et al., 2005), except for ChlD1 which was shifted by 4 nm
to the red. The wavelengths in nm assigned to each pigment are PD1: 666 nm, PD2: 666 nm, ChlD1: 682
nm, ChlD2: 667 nm, PheoD1: 672 nm, PheoD2: 675 nm. The two experimental T-S spectra were obtained
for singly (open squares) and doubly (filled circles) reduced QA. In the latter case it is also possible that
QA has dissociated from the core complex.
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Figure 4.2: Calculation of P+
680 Q−A - P680QA difference spectrum using different assumptions for the

localization of the cation in the P+
680 state, in comparison with experimental data (Hillmann et al., 1995).

For P+
680 = (PD1PD2)+, 0.5 elementary positive charges were put on both ”special pair” chlorophylls for

the calculation of electrochromic shifts. For better comparison with experimental data, the calculated
spectra were scaled such that their low energy bleaching gets equal in magnitude.

doubly (filled circles) reduced, giving rise to two different widths of the main bleaching. The
reason for the difference is unclear and indicates larger conformational disorder of the protein
for doubly reduced QA. In the calculations, the triplet state was assumed to be localized at
ChlD1, in agreement with recent mutant spectra (Schlodder et al., 2008), discussed below. An
alternative assignment of the triplet state as 3PD1 yields a main bleaching at 675 nm (dashed
curve) in strong contradiction with the experimental data. T-S spectra calculated assigning the
triplet state to any other pigment in the reaction center are shown in Fig. 4.4 and also do not
fit the experimental data of Fig. 4.1.

The density of exciton states dM (ω) (eq 3.1) is compared in Fig. 4.3 with the exciton
states pigment distribution dm(ω) (eq 3.2). The very similar shape of dM=1(ω) and dm=ChlD1

(ω)
shows that the lowest exciton state M = 1 around 685 nm is dominated by ChlD1. The next
higher exciton state M = 2 has large contributions from PheoD2 and minor contributions from
other pigments (ChlD2, PD1, PD2 ). As seen in the middle part of Fig. 4.3 the ”special pair”
chlorophylls PD1 and PD2 form two delocalized exciton states M = 3 around 675 nm and M = 6
around 658 nm.

One might get the impression that it is easy to detect the ”special pair” exciton states.
However, Fig. 4.3 just considers the distribution of different pigments over the exciton states but
not the oscillator strengths of the latter which determines the probability of an optical transition.
According to this calculations, about 80 percent of the oscillator strength of the ”special pair” is
in the lower dimer state at 675 nm. Further, when interpreting optical difference spectra where
a pigment was converted to a different electronic state one also has to take into account that
this pigment does not participate in the delocalization of exciton states anymore.

This effect is seen in the T-S spectra in Fig. 4.4. The positions of the main bleachings
obtained by assuming the triplet to be localized on PD1, PD2, and ChlD1 agree with the peak
positions of the corresponding dm(ω) in Fig. 4.3. However, the relative intensities of the minor
peaks are different. Moreover the high energy exciton transition of the special pair seen in
dPD1

(ω) and dPD2
(ω) at about 658 nm is not seen as a bleaching in the 3PD1-PD1 and 3PD2-PD2

spectra. Instead a positive band appears around 662 nm. This band is due to the monomer
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4.2 Results

Figure 4.3: Density of exciton states dM (ω) (Eq. 3.1) and exciton states pigment distribution (Eq. 3.2)
for the 6 strongly coupled reaction center pigments.

Figure 4.4: T-S spectra at 5 K calculated assuming the triplet state to be localized on the respective
reaction center pigments.
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4. Optical spectra of reaction centers in Photosystem II core complexes

Figure 4.5: Experiments (upper part) and calculations (lower part) of wild type and mutant P+
680 Q−A -

P680QA spectra of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 at 80 K.

absorption band of the special pair pigment that remains in its singlet state, while the other
pigment is in the triplet state. As the monomer band is broader (due to the missing resonance
energy transfer narrowing) and more intense than the low energy exciton band of the special
pair, the latter is completely covered. Another interesting result is that the 3PD1-PD1 and 3PD2-
PD2 spectra differ at long wavelengths. Obviously there is a mixing between the excited states of
the special pair chlorophyll PD2 and ChlD1 that redistributes oscillator strength. In that sense,
although qualitatively true, it is too simple to speak about the exciton states of the special pair.

In the case of ChlD2 and the two pheophytins (lower part of Fig. 4.4), the positions of the
main bleachings in the T-S spectra are shifted with respect to the peaks of the respective dm(ω) in
Fig. 4.3. Obviously the change in excitonic couplings that occurs when one pigment goes to the
triplet state becomes even more important in this case. For example, the function dPheoD2

(ω)
shows that PheoD2 contributes strongest to an exciton state at 675 nm, whereas the main
bleaching of the 3PheoD2-PheoD2 spectrum occurs at almost 679 nm. The excitonic coupling
obviously redistributes oscillator strength between PheoD2 and ChlD2 in the singlet spectrum
that is moved back in the triplet spectrum. The 3PheoD2-PheoD2 closely resembles the difference
spectrum measured by Germano et al. (2001) for exchange of PheoD2 by a chemically modified
pheophytin (see chapter 3.2), the absorbance of which is blue shifted. Due to the strong blue
shift this pigment is effectively decoupled from the other pigments and the absorbance difference
(except for the strongly blue shifted monomer absorption of the exchanged pheophytin) becomes
very similar to the T-S spectrum calculated here.

4.2.2 Difference spectra of wild type and mutants of Synechocystis sp. PCC
6803

The P+
680 Q−

A - P680QA spectra of wild type and mutants of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 are
shown in Fig. 4.5. The axial ligand D1-His198 of the ”special pair” chlorophyll PD1 was
replaced by a glutamine in the D1-His198Gln mutant, whereas the D1-Thr179, which overlies
the accessory chlorophyll ChlD1, was replaced with a His or a Glu in the D1-Thr179 mutants.
It has been proposed (Loll et al., 2005) that a water molecule, hydrogen bonded to D1-Thr179,
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4.2 Results

Figure 4.6: Experiments (upper part) and calculations (lower part) of wild type and mutant T-S spectra
of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.

is the axial ligand of ChlD1. The experimental spectra are shown in the upper part and the
calculations in the lower part of this figure. The site energy of ChlD1 was shifted from 682 in
T. elongatus to 680 nm to describe the spectral position of the low-energy bleaching in the wild
type of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.

The shift of the low energy bleaching of the ChlD1 mutant, where Thr179 was replaced by
His on the left half of Fig. 4.5 can be explained by shifting the site energy of ChlD1 by 3 nm to
the red in the calculation of the mutant spectrum. The blue shift that is measured of the same
band when Thr179 is replaced by Glu can be reproduced by assuming a 2 nm blue shift of the
site energy of ChlD1 in the calculation. These mutations and site energy shifts do not effect the
high energy absorbance band around 673 nm.

However the latter is shifted by the mutation of the axial ligand of PD1 as shown in the
right half in Fig. 4.5. Upon changing His198 to Gln, a blue shift of the high energy bleaching
results, a shift that is explained by assuming an 8 nm blue shift of the site energy of PD1 in
the calculations. An important experimental and theoretical result here is that a local change
at ChlD1 changes only the low energy bleaching in the spectrum and a local change at PD1

influences mainly the high–energy bleaching.
The T-S spectra of the same mutants and wild types are compared in Fig. 4.6 with the

calculations. In agreement with experiment, a local change at PD1 does not influence the spec-
trum, whereas a red shift of the experimental and calculated bleaching occurs for the ChlD1

D1-Thr179His mutant. The same 3 nm red shift of the site energy of ChlD1 was assumed as in
the calculations of the P+

680 Q−
A - P680QA spectrum of this mutant in Fig. 4.5.

The temperature dependence of the experimental T-S spectrum of wild type Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 (Diner et al., 2001) is compared in Fig. 4.7 with the calculations. The site energy
of ChlD1 was varied with temperature in accordance with previous analysis of D1-D2-cytb559
reaction centers (chapter 3.2) (Raszewski et al., 2005), and the analysis of core complexes of T.
elongatus below. As in the previous analysis of the D1/D2 complexes, it was assumed that there
is a thermal equilibrium of the triplet state occupation at 3ChlD1 and 3PD1. From the fit of the
spectra in Fig. 4.7 infers a free energy difference between the two triplet states of 11 meV, a
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4. Optical spectra of reaction centers in Photosystem II core complexes

Figure 4.7: Experiments (Diner et al., 2001) and calculations of the temperature dependence of T-S spec-
tra of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The site energy of ChlD1 was assumed to change with temperature,
corresponding to wavelengths of 680 nm at 77 K and 678 nm at 150 K.

value that is very close to the 10 meV determined for D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (see chapter
3.2) (Raszewski et al., 2005) and in between the 8 meV (Noguchi et al., 1993) and the 13 meV
(Kamowski et al., 1996) determined from FTIR and EPR studies, respectively, on D1D2-cytb559
complexes.

4.2.3 Calculation of Q−
A−QA difference spectra

dffsf Several experiments in which QAwas reduced were performed by Krausz et al. (private
communication) and Schlodder et al. (2008). These were Q−

A−QA difference spectra of spinach,
pea, BBY fragments and Synechococus, among with its mutations of ChlD1 coordinating amino
acid threonine 179 into histidine and glutamic acid.

Q−
A−QA difference spectra of different species. Parameters used for calculations of

Q−
A−QA difference spectra of different species do not differ from those used for the calculations

of the spectra discussed above (sec. 3.2). The results of the calculations are compared with
experimental data in Fig. 4.8. It is seen that the calculated spectra are in excellent agreement
with the experimental data. Both the experimental bleaching at ∼685 nm and the peak at ∼683
nm are obtained in the calculation as well as the secondary bleaching at ∼675 nm (∼680 nm
in case of Synechococus). The shape of the difference spectrum is explained in the following
way: the bleaching at ∼685 nm is caused like in the P+

D1Q
−
A−PD1QA difference spectrum by

electrochromic shift of the site energy of the ChlD1 by ∼1–2 nm to the blue. The site energy
of PheoD1 red-shifts by ∼1–2 nm, which results in a shoulder on the blue slope of the peak at
∼683 nm (best visible in Fig. 4.8 A & D). This red-shift of PheoD1 is one of the reasons of the
bleaching at ∼675 nm (∼680 for Synechococus). It has to be mentioned that the site energies of
PD1 and PD2 blue shift by ∼1–2 nm and this shift co-creates a bleaching at ∼675 nm together
with PheoD1. The positive contribution due to the blue shift of the site energies of the PD1 and
PD2 in the difference spectrum covers practically the negative contribution that is due to the
red shift of the site energy of PheoD1.

Q−
A−QAdifference spectra of Thr179His Synechocystis mutant. Recently Schlodder et

al. (2008) measured the Q−
A−QAspectrum of a Synechocystis mutant together with the WT

Q−
A−QAspectrum for comparison. The mutated ChlD1-coordinating amino acid was turned
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Figure 4.8: Calculation of Q−
A−QA spectra from different species at 1.7K A:) Difference spectra

of spinach, experimental curve is black while calculated curve with parameters: ChlD1 at 681.5
nm, Dinh = 180cm−1, Dinh(ChlD1) = 72cm−1 is red. B:) Difference spectra of BBY fragments,
experimental curve is black while calculated curve with parameters: ChlD1 at 682 nm, Dinh =
180cm−1, Dinh(ChlD1) = 54cm−1 is red. C:) Difference spectra of Synechococus, experimental
curve is black while calculated curve with parameters: ChlD1 at 679.5 nm Dinh = 200cm−1,
Dinh(ChlD1) = 60cm−1 is red. D:) Difference spectra of pea, experimental curve is black while
calculated curve with parameters: ChlD1 at 681 nm Dinh = 180cm−1, Dinh(ChlD1) = 54cm−1 is
red. All experimental data were collected by Krausz (private communication). Dinh is the width
(Fwhm) of the inhomogeneous distribution function of the site energies.
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Figure 4.9: Calculation of Q−
A−QAspectra of Thr179His Synechocystis mutant at 5K. Black lines

are experimental data by Schlodder et al., solid for WT and dashed for mutant. Red solid line
is calculation of WT, while green dashed line is calculation of mutant spectrum.

from threonine into histidine at position 179 of the D1 polypeptide chain. The calculation of the
WT Q−

A−QAspectrum was performed using standard parameters (see 3.2), only the site energy
of ChlD1 was shifted to 682 nm and its inhomogeneous distribution function was narrowed to 54
cm−1. The calculated WT spectrum is compared in Fig. 4.9 with the experimental data, yielding
excellent agreement. Both bleachings (∼677 and ∼684 nm) and the peak (∼681 nm) appear
at the correct positions in the calculated curve. The calculated heights of the main bleaching
(∼684 nm) and of the peak are very similar to the experimental heights, the calculated height
of the secondary bleaching (∼677 nm) is a bit too large.

To calculate the mutant spectrum, site energy values determined previously for the same
mutation were taken (see sec. 4.2.2). A width of 108 cm−1 was assumed for the inhomogeneous
distribution function. A spectrum that resembles the experimental one closely is shown in Fig.
4.9. The experimental Q−

A−QAspectrum of the mutant shows a clear movement of the main
bleaching from ∼684 to ∼688 nm combined with a lowering of the bleaching amplitude when
compared to Q−

A−QAspectrum of the WT. The peak that appears at ∼681 nm in the WT
changes its position by 1 nm to the red. All of these features are reproduced by the calculated
Q−

A−QAspectrum of the mutant. The secondary bleaching that appears at ∼677 nm in the
experiment is also present at the same position in the calculation.

Q−
A−QAdifference spectra of Thr179Glu Synechocystis mutant. An analogous experi-

ment to the one described above, but with histidine mutated into glutamic acid, was performed
by Schlodder et al. (2008). The results of the experiment and calculations are presented in Fig.
4.10. Mutation of ChlD1-coordinating threonine into glutamic acid effects the Q−

A−QAspectrum
in the following way. The main beaching at ∼684 nm disappears, while the positive peak at
∼681 nm is moved to ∼680 nm and looses intensity (Fig. 4.10).

Similarly to the P+
D1Q

−
A−PD1QAdifference spectrum of the Thr179Glu mutant (sec: 4.2.2) the

site energy of ChlD1 had to be blue shifted in the calculation in order to describe the experimental
data. A blue shift of the ChlD1 site energy by only 0.5 nm, and a change of the inhomogeneous
width to 90cm−1 leads to excellent agreement between calculated and experimental spectra. All
experimental features of the Q−

A−QAmutant spectrum are reproduced by the calculation. The
bleaching at ∼684 nm disappears, the peak at ∼681 nm moves to ∼680 nm and decreases its
intensity, while other feature of the spectrum do not change.
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Figure 4.10: Calculation of Q−
A−QAspectra of Thr179Glu Synechocystis mutant at 5K. Black

lines are experimental data by Schlöder et al., solid for WT and dashed for mutant. Red solid
line is calculation of WT, while green dashed line is calculation of mutant spectrum.

4.2.4 Calculation of D+Q−
A - DQA absorption difference spectra.

It is unknown where exactly positive charge is located when a Q−
A−QAdifference spectrum is

recorded. There are several possibilities, it can be located on one of the carotenoids of the D1
or D2-side or on one of the Chlz.

All of these possibilities were taken into consideration.The calculated spectra shown in Fig.
4.11 contain the contributions due to QA formation: (a) the blue shift of the QY band of
ChlD1 and (b) the red shift of the QY band of PheoD1, which is hidden under the first larger
contribution. The D+Q−

A - DQA absorption difference spectra are dominated by the contribution
due to the positive charge. Interestingly, band shifts in opposite direction are calculated when
placing the positive charge on the D1 or on the D2 side. The position of the positive charge
relative to the plane of ChlD1 determines the direction of the electrochromic shift: Car+D1 and
ChlzD1

+ induce a blue shift and Car+D2 and ChlzD2
+ a red shift of the QY band of ChlD1. There

is a 11 cm−1 blue shift of the site energy of ChlD1 by QA
−. This blue shift is overcompensated

by a 17 cm−1 red shift caused by Car+D1 or ChlzD1
+. In contrast, Car+D2 and ChlzD2

+ lead to a
blue shift of the site energy of ChlD1 by 6 and 5 cm−1, respectively, increasing the blue shift of
this site energy, caused by QA

−.

4.2.5 Temperature dependence of difference absorption spectra

Finally the temperature dependence of the P+
680 Q−

A - P680QA and P+
680 Pheo− - P680Pheo

difference spectra of T. elongatus is examined.

The calculated spectra are compared in Fig. 4.12 with the experimental data (Hillmann et
al., 1995). A temperature dependence was assumed for the site energy of ChlD1 and PD1 and
for the dielectric constant εeff used in the calculation of electrochromic shifts. The site energy
shift of ChlD1 with temperature is as described in the previous calculations on D1-D2-cytb559
reaction center spectra (chapter 3.2) (Raszewski et al., 2005), whereas the site energy shift of
PD1 is new. Due to these temperature dependencies and the increase in homogeneous broadening
with increasing temperature, the double peak at low temperatures is transformed into a single
negative peak at 680 nm at physiological temperature.
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4. Optical spectra of reaction centers in Photosystem II core complexes

Figure 4.11: Calculation of absorption difference spectra due to the reduction of QA and the
oxidation of a secondary donor (either Car or Chl). The calculated (CarD1

+QA
−- CarD1QA) and

(CarD2
+QA

−- CarD2QA) absorbance difference spectra are shown in panel A , whereas panel B
shows calculations of the (ChlzD1

+QA
−-ChlzD1QA) and (ChlzD2

+QA
−- ChlzD2QA) absorbance

difference spectra.
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Figure 4.12: Temperature dependence of the P+
680 Pheo− - P680Pheo (left half) and the P+

680 Q−A - P680QA

(right half) spectra of T. elongatus. The calculations (solid lines) are compared with experimental data
(Hillmann et al., 1995). The temperature dependent wavelengths corresponding to the site energies of
PD1 and ChlD1 (PD1/ChlD1) and the dielectric constants (εeff) are shown as well at each temperature.
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4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Revision of the multimer model

The calculation of optical difference spectra of WT and mutant core complexes shows that
the exciton Hamiltonian that we proposed previously for D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (Raszewski
et al., 2005) also applies to the reaction center pigments of PS-II core complexes. The only
difference in the excited state energies between these two preparations involves ChlD1. Its site
energy is even more red shifted in core complexes and its inhomogeneous width is smaller than
that of the other pigments. A consequence of the red shift is an even stronger localization of the
lowest excited state of the reaction center on ChlD1 as seen by the almost identical functions
dm=ChlD1

and dM=1 in Fig. 4.3. At low temperatures there is about a 10 nm gap between this
lowest excited state and the lowest energy exciton state of the ”special pair”. The experiments
and calculations on the various mutants in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 provide a direct proof of this
assignment. The fact that in the exciton theory just one site energy (that of the pigment with
the mutated protein environment) had to be shifted in order to explain the mutant spectra,
shows that the mutation was indeed local and did not lead to a large conformational change of
the protein.

A close inspection of the experimental P+
680 Q−

A - P680QA wildtype and His198Gln mutant
spectra in the upper right panel of Fig. 4.5 shows that changing the environment of PD1 leads,
besides the dominating shift of the 673 nm band, to a slight shift of the long wavelength band
at 683 nm. At first glance, the latter could be caused by a changed contribution of PD1 in the
lowest exciton state, i.e., by the excitonic coupling between ChlD1 and PD1. However, in this
case, one would expect also a shift of the 673 nm band, if the environment of ChlD1 is changed,
a shift that is neither seen in the experiment nor in the calculations in the upper and lower
left panel of Fig. 4.5, respectively. The absent shift and the fact that the calculations of the
His198Gln mutant spectra in the lower right panel of Fig. 4.5 do not reproduce the slight shift
at long wavelengths seen in the experiment (upper right part) is an evidence that the site energy
of ChlD1 is slightly red shifted in the His198Gln mutant. This result is in line with the fact that
the site energy of ChlD1 is found to react more sensitive to different preparations than those of
the other pigments.

Whereas a replacement of Thr179 by His leads to a red shift of the site energy of ChlD1, a
replacement by Glu results in a blue shift. The reason for the red shift might be the stronger
dispersive interaction (Heinz et al., 2001; Bayliss, 1950; Longuet-Higgens et al., 1957) between
the strongly polarizable π electrons of His and ChlD1 and the blue shift might be caused by
the charge density coupling (Eccles et al., 1983; Adolphs et al., 2006; Müh et al., 2007; Adolphs
et al., 2007) between the ground and excited state of ChlD1 and the negative charge on Glu,
assuming a standard protonation state of this residue.

Interestingly, a replacement of His by Gln in the PD1 mutant leads to a site energy shift of
8 nm to the blue whereas replacing Thr by His in the ChlD1 mutant just results in a 3 nm red
shift. The reason for the different magnitudes might be in the strong distance dependence of the
dispersive interaction and the fact that the His at PD1 is an axial ligand, whereas in the case of
ChlD1 the His might still be connected via a water molecule, i.e. further away than the one at
PD1.

The evidence for the excited state structure of the reaction center pigments provided by the
experiments and the present exciton theory is so strong, that a revision of the multimer model
of PS-II is necessary. The two essential changes are (i) the lowest excited state of the reaction
center is localized at ChlD1 and (ii) the low-energy exciton state of the ”special pair” absorbs
at 6-10 nm shorter wavelengths (higher energies).

Except for the exciton model presented here (Raszewski et al., 2005), and the recent model
of Novoderezhkin (Novoderezhkin et al., 2007), in all previous exciton models, mostly of the
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multimer type, i.e. assuming the same (mean) site energies of all pigments, there are considerable
contributions from the excited states of the ”special pair” chlorophylls PD1 and PD2 in the lowest
exciton state. Even in the multimer calculations of Prokhorenko and Holzwarth (Prokhorenko
et al., 2000), who correctly predicted the primary electron donor at low temperatures from
calculations and comparison with their photon echo data, the lowest excited state is clearly
dominated by PD1 and PD2, an assignment that is in contrast with the present studies. In an
earlier paper of Novoderezhkin et al. (2005), different site energies were proposed for the reaction
center pigments, based on fits of linear as well as non-linear optical spectra. However, still the
lowest excited state had large contributions from the ”special pair” and therefore could not
explain the experiments described here. These results demonstrate how difficult it is to find an
exciton model of PS-II that has predictive power. On the one hand, non-linear spectra contain
more information about the system, but on the other hand, it is more difficult to describe these
spectra as more parameters are needed than for the description of linear spectra. In that respect,
mutant experiments are ideally suited to check an exciton Hamiltonian, since no new parameters
are involved and just one site energy has to be shifted, if the mutation indeed is local.

The assignment of the site energies (chapter 3.2) (Raszewski et al., 2005) on the D1-D2-
cytb559 complexes was verified by calculations of a large number of additional spectra and
comparison with experimental data. In the case of core complexes, one has had to rely on a
few difference spectra, namely P+

D1Pheo−D1−PD1PheoD1, P+
D1Q

−
A−PD1QA, T-S and D+Q−

A - DQA

difference spectra, where D represents the carotenoid on the D2-side of the reaction center or
the peripheral Chlz on this side as discussed previously (Fig. 4.11)

Comparing the Q−
A−QAabsorbance difference spectra of PS II (Steward et al., 2000) and

bacterial reaction centers (Vermeglio et al., 1977) it is remarkable that in PS II the blue shift
of the accessory chlorophyll ChlD1 is the predominant feature, whereas in bacterial reaction
centers the red shift of PheoA is the predominant feature. The reason for the former effect is
twofold: (1) The site energy of PheoD1 is in the central range of site energies determined for
the RC pigments in PS II (Raszewski et al., 2005). The different electrochromic shifts of the RC
pigments largely overlap in this spectral region. Nevertheless, PheoD1 experiences the largest
red shift (47 cm−1) by QA of all RC pigments and therefore contributes to the positive band
around 680 nm in the difference spectra in Figs. 4.9,4.10 (black lines) (2) ChlD1 has the lowest
site energy in the RC and in addition a much smaller inhomogeneous width than the other RC
pigments. Both factors lead to a dominant contribution of this pigment in the difference spectra
at long wavelengths, despite the fact that its electrochromic blue shift is smaller in magnitude by
a factor of 4 than the red shift of PheoD1. An alternative interpretation of the wildtype difference
spectra in Figs. 4.9,4.10 was presented by Krausz and coworkers(Årsköld et al., 2003). The long
wavelength signal was interpreted in terms of an electrochromic blue shift of PheoD1, that in
this case is calculated to shift to the red. To explain the blue shift, a protein induced 90 degree
rotation of the ∆µ vector, representing the difference in permanent dipole moments between the
excited and the ground state of PheoD1, compared to the orientation of this vector determined for
pheophytin a in solution (see the Ref. given in Årsköld et al. (2003)) was proposed. To check the
two possibilities to explain the spectrum, discussed above, mutant experiments described above
were performed where the local environment of ChlD1 was changed. In fact, the calculations of
the mutant spectra were even performed before the experiment. In the calculations just the site
energy of ChlD1 was shifted by an amount determined independently on other difference spectra
on the same mutant, as described before. The experiment perfectly confirmed the predictions of
the calculations, concerning the band positions, but resulted in a somewhat larger broadening
of the bands. This result led to the assumption of a larger inhomogeneous distribution of the
site energy of ChlD1 in the mutant, which resulted in quantitative agreement between calculated
spectra and the experimental data as seen in Figs. 4.9,4.10. These calculations demonstrate the
predictive power of exciton model presented here and provide compelling evidence for the present
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interpretation. Calculation shown for the Q−
A−QAof different species provide clear evidence that

this exciton model works for various different species.
One will have to await a structural study with higher resolution in order to calculate the

excitonic coupling in the ”special pair” with greater precision. The present value of 150 cm−1,
inferred from refitting the D1-D2-cytb559 spectra, can only be understood by including a Dexter
type exchange contribution, which however depends critically on the detailed atom positions.
Applying a point dipole approximation also leads to a large excitonic coupling, but such an
approximation is not valid for the present small interpigment distance, as our present TrEsp cal-
culation shows (see Table 7.1 in Appendix). At present, there is no direct experimental evidence
for the value of the excitonic coupling in the ”special pair”. The high energy exciton component
has a rather small oscillator strength and therefore is not easy to detect. An inspection of the
calculated P+

680 Q−
A - P680QA spectra in the lower part of Fig. 4.5 reveals a small positive band

around 662 nm. A similar band is found in the experiment on the wild type complexes in the
upper part of this figure at 665 nm and may reflect the electrochromically shifted monomer band
of PD2 that becomes visible upon oxidation of PD1. A direct extraction of the excitonic coupling
from the relative positions of the monomer and exciton bands will still be difficult, since in a
dimer of closely packed chlorophylls like PD1 and PD2, in addition to the excitonic coupling, the
shift of the monomer and exciton energies by the charge density coupling and by mixing with
charge transfer states has to be taken into account.

A higher resolution structural study might also help to identify the charge transfer states
and their influence on the excited state properties. From non-conventional Stark spectra it was
suggested that the low energy exciton state is mixed with a charge transfer state (Frese et al.,
2003). Experimental evidence was provided that at cryogenic temperatures charge separation
occurs upon long wavelength excitation that could also reflect a low lying CT state (Krausz et
al., 2005). In the present calculations indirect evidence regarding CT states is found from the
fact that two site energies (ChlD1 and PD1) change with temperature. This change could reflect
a temperature dependent dephasing of the quantum mechanic mixing of an exciton and a CT
state (Renger et al., 2004).

4.3.2 Identification of functional states at physiological temperatures

The previous section have provided independent evidence that at low temperatures the lowest
excited state is localized at ChlD1 (Fig. 4.3), that the hole stabilizes at PD1 (Fig. 4.2) and
that the triplet localizes at ChlD1 (bottom panel of Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.4). These identities
agree with those inferred earlier from mutant spectra (Diner et al., 2001) measured at 5K. In
the previous chapter 3.2, I presented evidence that, if PD1 were the primary electron donor
at low temperatures there would be a much stronger temperature dependence of the primary
electron transfer rate than has been detected in D1-D2-cytb559 reaction centers (Greenfield et
al., 1997, 1999; Groot et al., 1997). As in core complexes, the site energy of ChlD1 is even more
red shifted, the mechanism of primary charge separation at low temperature is the same: The
excitation energy is funneled to ChlD1 forming the state P∗=Chl∗D1 and charge separation leads
to the primary radical pair Chl+D1 Pheo−D1, before the hole gets stabilized at PD1, where the state
P+

680=P+
D1 is formed.

The situation is more complicated at physiological temperatures. The calculations of the
temperature dependence of the difference spectra in Fig. 4.12 suggest that the same identity of
the state P+

680=P+
D1 can be assumed at higher temperatures. This finding is in agreement with

pulsed EPR studies by Zech et al. (1997) which determined a distance of 27.4 ± 0.3 Å between
the negative charge on Q−

A and the positive charge on P+
680. From this distance it cannot be

concluded whether the cation resides on PD1 or PD2. However, a cation localization on ChlD1

or ChlD2 can be excluded as well as a distribution of the cation state over all 4 Chls.
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In order to describe the temperature dependence of the spectra in Fig. 4.12 it was necessary
to assume (i) an increase of the dielectric constant εeff from 2-3 to 8 as the temperature is
increased from below to above 170 K and (ii) a shift of the site energies of PD1 and ChlD1

around this temperature.
The internal dielectric constant of proteins reflects on the one hand the possible degree of

orientation of its polar side chains and its amide backbone dipoles in response to an electric
field. In addition to this orientational polarization there is the polarization of electron clouds
often termed ε∞ since it remains the only contribution if the frequency of the field is very
high. ε∞ is given by the square of the refractive index. For typical organic solvents ε∞ ≈ 2.
The orientational polarization of a polar solvent is influenced by the temperature. Below the
glass transition temperature around 200 K (Nienhaus et al., 1991) the orientational degrees of
freedom are frozen out causing a sudden drop of the dielectric constant around this temperature
(Yu, 1993). In a protein such a transition is also expected (Parak et al., 1982; Smith et al.,
1990; Nienhaus et al., 1991; Rasmussen et al., 1992; McMohon et al., 1998; Kriegl et al., 2003;
Fenimore et al., 2004), explaining the low value of 2-3 for εeff at low temperatures inferred in
the present study.

From measurements and calculations on a charge recombination reaction in bacterial reaction
centers, occurring in the 100 ns time range, information about conformational protein dynamics
at different temperatures was obtained (McMohon et al., 1998; Kriegl et al., 2003). Below the
glass transition temperature, the restricted conformational motion led to a wide distribution of
electron transfer rates that became much narrower above this temperature. Below 100 K no
change of the distribution was found, indicating that the conformational dynamics of the protein
does not change further below 100 K. In the present calculations a slight increase of εeff from 2
at 25 K to 3 at 77 K is found. This increase could reflect a thermal activated barrier crossing
in the rugged landscape of the protein, as detected by monitoring spectral diffusion in hole
burning (Zollfrank et al., 1991) and photon echo (Leeson et al., 1995) experiments at cryogenic
temperatures. On the other hand, using εeff = 2 in the calculation of the 77 K spectrum in
Fig. 4.12 still describes the experiment qualitatively. Therefore, the evidence for an increase of
εeff below 100 K is much weaker than for the εeff = 8 at 300 K. Without the latter, the room
temperature spectra could not even be qualitatively described.

Whereas the free rotation of polar solvent molecules results in large values for the dielectric
constant at ambient temperatures like ε = 80 for liquid water, in a protein, the polar side chains
and the amide backbone cannot rotate freely but are constrained by intermolecular forces. These
constraints and the smaller density of polar groups lead to a much smaller high-temperature
dielectric constant of proteins. The value εeff = 8 obtained from our calculation of the room
temperature spectra is practically identical with the εeff = 7 inferred (Dashdorj et al., 2004)
from electrochromic shift calculations of chlorophylls around the secondary electron acceptor in
photosystem I at room temperature. The same εeff = 8 as in the present study was determined
from the electric field strength measured inside an α-helix in water at 273 K (Lockhart et al.,
1992).

The inferred temperature dependence of the site energies of ChlD1 and PD1 in Fig. 4.12
might reflect a mixing of exciton states with charge transfer states, as noted above. It was
more straightforward to allow for a temperature dependence of the site energy than to explicitly
include the CT states into the calculation of optical spectra. At present, there is no theory that
can include all three aspects: a dynamic localization of excited states (Renger et al., 2004), and
lifetime broadening and vibrational sidebands of exciton transitions (Renger et al., 2002). Due
to the strong coupling of a CT state to the vibrations, a temperature dependent localization of
the mixed excitonic/CT state can be expected (Renger et al., 2004).

One important difference between low and high temperatures is that the state P∗ at high
temperatures will be formed not only by the lowest exciton state localized at ChlD1, but the
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4. Optical spectra of reaction centers in Photosystem II core complexes

Figure 4.13: Thermal population of local excited states P
(eq)
m (Eq. 4.2) at T= 5K (upper part) and

T=300 K (lower part).

thermal energy kT is sufficient to substantially populate higher exciton states, in particular the
low energy exciton state of the ”special pair” and in principle electron transfer could start from
both pigments, ChlD1 and PD1. To quantify the contributions from the different pigments to P∗

one assumes, that exciton relaxation between the six core pigments is fast compared to primary
electron transfer and therefore that the electron transfer rate constant can be described as

kET = P (eq)
m km∗n→m+n− (4.1)

where km∗n→m+n− is the intrinsic rate constant for creation of the primary radical pair m+n−

and P
(eq)
m is the (quasi) equilibrium population of the local excited state of pigment m.

P (eq)
m = 〈

∑

M

f(M)|c(M)
m |2〉dis. (4.2)

Here the Boltzmann factor f(M) = exp{−h̄ωM/kT}/ ∑
N exp{−h̄ωN/kT} describes the thermal

population of the Mth exciton state, |c(M)
m |2 is the quantum mechanical probability to find

pigment m excited in the Mth exciton state, and 〈· · ·〉dis denotes an average over static disorder
in site energies.

In Fig. 4.13 the thermal populations P
(eq)
m defined above are shown for two different tem-

peratures. At 5 K practically only ChlD1 contributes in the thermal population of exciton states
that represents the state P∗. At physiological temperature there is still a 30 % contribution by
ChlD1, however also the remaining pigments contribute significantly. The contribution by PD1

is about 15 % and the smallest contributions of 8 % is due to ChlD2.
It is still an open question why in the bacterial reaction center the electron transfer starting

at the accessory bacteriochlorophyll is one order of magnitude faster than the one starting at
the special pair (van Brederode et al., 1997, 1999). However, from the nearly perfect overlay
of ChlD1/PheoD1 in PS-II reaction centers and in the homologous bacterial reaction centers, as
shown in Fig. 4.14, it is likely that the electron transfer coupling matrix elements in the two
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Chl
D1

Pheo
D1

Figure 4.14: Overlay of accessory (bacterio-) chlorophylls and pheophytins of the electron transfer
active branch of PS-II (grey) and the bacterial reaction center (black). The overlay was determined from
a minimization of the mean square deviation in positions of equivalent atoms of the two molecules using
the program VMD (W. Humphrey, A. Dalke, K. Schulten J. Molec. Graphics 1996 14.1 33.).

reaction centers are similar. Therefore it seems not unlikely, despite uncertainties of other factors
like the driving force of the process, that also in PS-II subpicosecond electron transfer can occur
starting at ChlD1. At room temperature the excited state is most localized on ChlD1, which
strongly suggests that this electron transfer pathway dominates in PS-II. From calculations of
the temperature dependent fluorescence decay of PS-II core complexes and comparison with
experimental data (Miloslavina et al., 2006) additional evidence for the presence of ultrafast
primary electron transfer is obtained as discussed in the next chapter 5 (Raszewski et al., 2008).

Considering that the electron hole stabilizes at PD1, it is likely that this pigment has the
highest HOMO level of the reaction center pigments. Furthermore, from the blue shifted tran-
sition energy of PD1, it follows that the LUMO of PD1 is higher than that of ChlD1. Therefore,
an excited electron at ChlD1 is transferred energetically downhill only to PheoD1, which has
a lower LUMO due to chemical differences. As the accessory chlorophyll in the D2 branch,
ChlD2, contributes mostly to an exciton state around 668 nm, even at room temperature this
excited state is only weakly populated. This asymmetry in the excited state energies of the two
accessory chlorophylls might be one of the factors that leads to unidirectional electron transfer
in PS-II.

4.3.3 Functional implications

The particular challenge in the evolution of photosystems was to find a way to use water as
a proton and electron source. The reduction potential of the O2/2H2O couple at pH 6 is
approximately 880 mV vs NHE, larger than the reduction potentials measured for chlorophyll
in most solvents. A confluence of factors was therefore necessary to allow the ”special pair”
chlorophylls and also the accessory chlorophylls to be substantially more oxidizing than the
potential required for water oxidation. One of these is the dielectric environment (Ishikita et
al., 2006). Another factor is the degree of delocalization of the cationic state. Whereas the hole
is localized on one of the two ”special pair” halfs in PS-II (Rogby et al., 1994), most likely on
PD1 according to mutant experiments at low temperatures (Diner et al., 2001) and the present
calculations, it is more delocalized (Müh et al., 1985) over both special pair pigments in the
bacterial reaction center, which does not have as severe constraints as in PS-II on the reduction
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P
D1

P
D2

Figure 4.15: Overlay of the special pair (bacterio)chlorophylls of PS-II (grey) and the bacterial reaction
center (black). The overlay was determined from a minimization of the mean square deviation in positions
of equivalent atoms of the two molecules using the same program as in Fig. 4.14.

potential of the primary donor.
It is interesting to note that although the overall arrangement of pigments is very similar in

the two reaction centers, an important difference is the mutual orientation of the two ”special
pair” chlorophylls, as seen in Fig. 4.15. Whereas there is a remarkable overlay of two rings in
the bacterial reaction center, this π-stacking interaction is disrupted in PS-II by an in plane tilt
of the macrocycle. It is likely that this tilt was needed to localize the hole state. As noted by
Rutherford and Faller (Rutherford et al., 2002) the monomeric nature of the P+

680 state probably
was one key element in the evolution of PS-II that allowed to reach a high enough redox potential
for the splitting of water. Another interesting observation is that the higher the resolution of the
x-ray data of PS-II became the smaller got the distance between the two ”special pair” pigments
in the x-ray crystallographic models. It seems that it is rather a rotation than a translation that
has localized the state P+

680.
The redox potentials of the reaction center chlorophylls in PS-II are so high that the usual

photoprotection mechanism, i.e. the quenching of the physiologically dangerous triplet state
populations of the chlorophylls by carotenoids would not work, as the carotenoids would simply
be oxidized by the chlorophylls. Consequently, no carotenoids are found in van der Waals
contact of the 4 strongly coupled reaction center chlorophylls in PS-II. An alternative mechanism
concerns the quenching of triplets by Q−

A (van Mieghem et al., 1995). As proposed by Noguchi
(Noguchi, 2002) this quenching mechanism might be the reason why the triplets equilibrate
between PD1 and ChlD1, simply because the triplets at ChlD1 can be quenched efficiently because
of the close distance to Q−

A. Nevertheless, the mean in vivo lifetime of a PS-II reaction center
is only about half an hour at high light (Kim et al., 1993; Barber, 1994). During that time
the D1-protein gets irreversibly damaged and is subsequently replaced by an intact protein. At
least two different possibilities are discussed for the molecular mechanism behind the damage
(Barber, 1994). One possibility is an oxidation of pigments (or parts of the protein) by the
highly oxidizing P+

680 and a subsequent degradation of the unstable cationic states. Another
possibility of damage proposed (Vass et al., 1992; Barber, 1994; Noguchi, 2002) is that QA

gets doubly reduced and doubly protonated and leaves its binding pocket in the protein. Now,
the chlorophyll triplets can no longer be quenched by Q−

A and their lifetime increases by two
orders of magnitude (van Mieghem et al., 1995). The chlorophyll triplets react with triplet
oxygen to form the poisonous singlet oxygen that damages the D1-protein. In both cases,
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the unidirectional electron transfer in Photosystem II is of physiological relevance, because it
localizes the triplet formation and the creation of oxidizing equivalents to the D1-branch, thereby
limiting the photophysical damage to this branch. A mechanism to prevent D2 oxidative damage
probably is the controlled hole transfer from P+

D1 to cytb559 via CarD2 (Schlodder et al., 2008)
and a subsequent charge recombination with reduced QB (Buser et al., 1992). In addition, based
on calculations of excitation energy and primary electron transfer in PS-II core complexes, I will
show in the next chapter that for closed reaction centers the rate constant for primary electron
transfer slows down to an extent that a considerable part of the excitation energy returns to the
antenna and the subsequently formed triplet energy of the Chls is quenched by the carotenoids
there (Raszewski et al., 2008).
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Chapter 5

Excitation energy and primary
electron transfer in Photosystem II
core complexes

In this chapter a structure-based modeling and analysis of the primary photophysical reactions
in photosystem II (PS-II) core complexes is presented. The modeling is based on a description
of stationary and time-resolved optical spectra of the CP43, CP47 and D1-D2-cytb559 subunits
and whole core complexes. It shows that the decay of excited states in PS-II core complexes
with functional (open) reaction centers (RCs) is limited by the excitation energy transfer from
the CP43 and CP47 core antennae to the RC occurring with a time constant of 40-50 ps at
room temperature. The chlorophylls responsible for the low energy absorbance bands in the
CP43 and CP47 subunits are assigned and their signatures in hole burning, fluorescence line
narrowing and triplet-minus-singlet spectra are explained. The different locations of these trap
states in the CP43 and CP47 antennae with respect to the reaction center lead to a dramatic
change of the transfer dynamics at low temperatures. The calculations predict that, compared
to room temperature, the fluorescence decay at 77 K should reveal a faster transfer from CP43
and a much slower and highly dispersive transfer from CP47 to the RC. A factor of 3 increase in
the fastest decay time constant of fluorescence that was reported to occur when the RC is closed
(the plastoquinone QA is reduced) is understood in the present model by assuming that the
intrinsic rate constant for primary electron transfer decreases from (100 fs)−1 for open RCs to
(6 ps)−1 for closed RCs, leading to a reduction of the primary electron acceptor PheoD1, in 300
fs and 18 ps, respectively. The model suggests that the reduced QA switches the photosystem
into a photoprotective mode in which a large part of the excitation energy of the RC returns
to the CP43 and CP47 core antennae, where the physiologically dangerous triplet energy of
the chlorophylls can be quenched by the carotenoids. Experiments are suggested to test this
hypothesis. The ultrafast primary electron transfer inferred for open RCs provides further
support for the accessory chlorophyll ChlD1 to be the primary electron donor in photosystem II.

This chapter is organized in the following way. First an overview of the problems addressed
in this chapter is given. Next, the calculation of the stationary spectra of the CP43 and CP47
subunits and comparison with experimental data are used to determine site energies of the
pigments in these subunits. These site energies are tested afterwards in the calculation of time-
resolved optical spectra among with comparison with experimental data of the CP43 and CP47
complexes. Next, these parameters are used to to calculate the fluorescence decay of the PS-II
core complexes. The intrinsic rate constant of the primary charge separation is obtained from
the comparison of the calculation of the fluorescence decay with the experimental data. In order
to find the bottleneck of the excited state decay, different compartment models are studied. In
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the end calculation on the closed RCs are preformed to explain the variable fluorescence.
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5.1 Overview

Different views about the relative time scale of exciton transfer and charge separa-
tion

Despite a long history of experimental studies on the primary excitation energy and charge
transfer reactions in PS-II, different views exist about the kinetic and mechanistic details. At
the extreme there is the so-called excited state radical pair equilibrium (ERPE) model (Schatz
et al., 1987, 1988; Barter et al., 2001; Miloslavina et al., 2006; Holzwarth et al., 2006) that
assumes the equilibration of excited states in the whole core complex to be fast compared to
the primary electron transfer reaction in the RC. This trap limited model was used to explain
the variable fluorescence observed for open and closed reaction centers (Schatz et al., 1987,
1988) and for PS-II complexes of different size (Barter et al., 2001). Holzwarth and coworkers
in early experiments observed (Schatz et al., 1987, 1988) that the fastest component detected
for the fluorescence decay of PS-II core complexes slows down from 80 ps for open RCs to 220
ps for closed RCs, i.e., by a factor of almost three. The main 40 ps time constant observed in
recent time resolved fluorescence (Miloslavina et al., 2006) and pump-probe spectra (Holzwarth
et al., 2006) on PS-II core complexes with open RCs was explained within the ERPE model by
reversible electron transfer, assuming that the equilibration time of excited states in the whole
system is about 1.5 ps and that primary charge separation, i.e., the reduction of PheoD1 takes
about 3 ps.

The ERPE model was challenged by studies on PS-II containing membranes (BBY particles)
(Broess et al., 2006) and PS-II core complexes (Jennings et al., 2000; Pawlowicz et al., 2007),
which reported evidence for relatively slow excitation energy transfer. From recent time resolved
visible pump/ mid-infrared probe studies (Pawlowicz et al., 2007) a 20-30 ps time constant for
exciton relaxation between CP43, CP47 and the RC (Pawlowicz et al., 2007) was inferred. The
same technique was applied to D1-D2-cytb559 RC complexes and it was concluded that the
reduction of PheoD1 occurs in 600-800 fs (Groot et al., 2005). In this case electron transfer in
the RC is much faster than excitation energy transfer to the RC and the decay of excited states
is limited by the transfer to the trap. Alternative to this transfer-to-the-trap limited model,
from time-resolved fluorescence data of RC-CP47-complexes it was concluded that the decay of
excited states is neither trap nor transfer-to-the-trap limited, but that primary charge separation
and excitation energy transfer occur on the same time scale (Andrizhiyevskaya et al., 2004).

Objectives and theoretical aspects

A main aspect of this chapter is to provide an answer to the question: What is the bottleneck
for the decay of excited states in PS-II core complexes? Besides the controversial interpretations
of experimental studies discussed above, there have been calculations by Vasiliev and coworkers
on this point (Vasilev et al., 2001, 2002). The latter have led to the conclusion that the decay
is limited by the transfer to the trap. However, localized excited states were assumed and the
site energies used in the calculations were assigned without calculations of optical spectra. In
addition the energy transfer calculations were based on a preliminary structural model (Vasilev
et al., 2001) where about 50 % of the transition dipole moments were incorrectly assigned, with
nearly perpendicular directions with respect to the true orientations that were resolved in the
recent structural study (Loll et al., 2005). All of these shortcomings have to be overcome in
order to provide a definite answer to the above question. There are two main problems for the
theory: 1) to take into account, both, the excitonic as well as the exciton-vibrational coupling in
an appropriate way and 2) to assign realistic site energies to the 35 Chl a and 2 Pheo a molecules
that are bound in the PS-II core complex.

If one of the two types of couplings in 1) dominates, there are standard theories to describe
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the spectra and the excitation energy transfer. In the case of strong excitonic coupling, the
excited states will be delocalized and the excitons relax between these delocalized states, as
described by Redfield theory (e.g. ref Renger et al. (2001)) or Modified Redfield theory (Zhan
et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2002; Renger et al., 2003). In the other limit, localized states are
excited and Förster theory (Förster, 1948) describes the transfer between these states. One
aspect, often overlooked, is that the excited states are not only localized by static disorder but
also by the dynamic modulation of transition energies. Even if two pigments have the same
site energy their excited states are only delocalized if the excitonic coupling is comparable or
larger than the nuclear reorganization energy of the local optical transitions. This aspect is
particularly important if one of the two pigments represents a sink for the excitation energy, for
example, because electron transfer starts from this pigment. Without dynamical localization
the excitation energy of the other pigment would be immediately quenched, independent of the
strength of excitonic coupling between the two pigments, if they happen to have the same site
energy. Dynamical localization, in the case of weak excitonic coupling, requires excitation energy
transfer to the sink before the quenching.

Unfortunately, at present there exists no lineshape theory that can describe life time broad-
ening and vibrational sidebands (Renger et al., 2002) and, in addition, a dynamic localization of
exciton states (Renger et al., 2004). However, the latter may be treated implicitly by assuming
that delocalized excited states can only be formed between pigments that are coupled stronger
than their local reorganization energy of the exciton-vibrational coupling (Yang et al., 2003).
If such domains are defined, exciton transfer between the domains is described by generalized
Förster theory (Fetisova et al., 1996; Sumi, 1999; Mukai et al., 1999; Scholes et al., 2000; Jang
et al., 2004; Müh et al., 2007), whereas the exciton relaxation within the domains is treated by
Redfield theory or Modified Redfield theory.

Concerning point 2), an estimation of the site energies can be obtained from a fit of optical
spectra of the subunits. The site energies of the RC pigments were previously determined and
verified from a description of a large number of optical spectra of D1-D2-cytb559 complexes (as
described in previous chapters 3.24)(Raszewski et al., 2005).

In this chapter, the site energies of the CP43 and CP47 subunits are determined from a fit
of their experimental linear optical spectra (Groot et al., 1999; de Weerd et al., 2002; Groot et
al., 1995; Alfonso et al., 1994) and verified by calculations of time resolved pump-probe spectra
and comparison with experimental data (de Weerd et al., 2002a).

Experimental facts about low energy absorbance bands in CP43 and CP47

Important information about the low-energy states, the so-called trap states in the CP43 and
CP47 subunits was obtained from high-resolution spectroscopy in the frequency domain (Groot
et al., 1999; de Weerd et al., 2002; Groot et al., 1995; Alfonso et al., 1994; van Dorsson et al., 1987;
Jankowiak et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2006). Excitation dependent fluorescence line narrowing
spectra (Groot et al., 1999) gave first evidence that in CP43 at low temperatures there are two
emitting states with different inhomogeneous distributions. From the vibrational fine structure
of the excitation dependent emission it was inferred that one of the two low energy states is due
to Chls with a hydrogen bond between their 131-keto group and the protein, whereas the other
state showed signatures of six-coordinated Chls that do not form such hydrogen bonds. From
the Stark and triplet-minus-singlet (T-S) spectra evidence about partially delocalized excited
states in CP43 was reported (Groot et al., 1999).

The two quasi-degenerate low energy states in CP43 were further characterized by non-
photochemical hole burning (NPHB) and triplet bottleneck hole burning spectra by Jankowiak
et al. (Jankowiak et al., 2000) who termed these states A- and B-states. Interestingly, the
A-state was found to mainly contribute to the triplet bottleneck spectrum, whereas the B-
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state was detected, instead, in the NPHB spectrum (Jankowiak et al., 2000). These findings
were explained by assuming a longer life time of the triplet state of A and that most of the
excitation energy from higher energy exciton states is trapped by the B-state (Jankowiak et al.,
2000). Some evidence for excitonic coupling of the B-state pigments was reported from high
energy satellite holes at 673 nm and 678 nm (Jankowiak et al., 2000). Recently, Hughes et al.
(2006) investigated CP43-complexes with NPHB and non-wavelength selective photoconversion
spectroscopy. They proposed a different intrinsic photoconversion efficiency of the A- and the
B-state due to the the strong hydrogen bond of the B-state Chls reported earlier by Groot et al.
(1999) This explanation allows both low energy states to participate equally in excitation energy
transfer to the RC, whereas Jankowiak et al. (2000) inferred from the narrow zero-zero linewidths
in their NPHB data that the two states are uncoupled and therefore located in different layers
in the membrane. From circular dichroism difference spectra, Hughes et al. (2006) reported
evidence that the B-state is excitonicaly correlated with higher energy states at 677 nm and 682
nm.

The low energy states of CP47 were studied in great detail by de de Weerd et al. (2002)
From a Gaussian band fitting of the absorption and linear dichroism spectra, it was concluded
that the low-energy state around 690 nm is due to a monomeric Chl with a distinct orientation
of its Qy-transition relative to the membrane plane (with an angle larger than 35◦), and that the
next higher excited state around 683 nm carries the oscillator strength of approximately 3 Chls.
The finding about the 690 nm emitting Chl supported earlier investigations of van Dorsson
et al. (1987) which provided evidence that the low energy fluorescing state in PS-II belongs
to CP47. From polarized emission measurements, de Weerd et al. (2002) obtained additional
evidence for a single emitting state at 690 nm. The depolarized 683 emission was interpreted
by assuming that at least two isoenergetic states with non-parallel transition dipole moments
contribute. From the vibrational fine structure in the FLN spectra it was inferred that there is a
strong hydrogen bond between the 131-keto group of the 690 nm monomeric Chl and the protein,
whereas the Chls contributing to the 683 nm states form less strong hydrogen bonds (de Weerd
et al., 2002). Additional evidence for the monomeric nature of the 690 nm state was reported
from the relative decrease of a 80 cm−1 mode at long wavelengths in the emission. This mode
is thought to represent intermolecular vibrations modulating the coupling between pigments
(Peterman et al., 1998). Interestingly, the T-S spectra did show no bleaching at 690 nm but
only the 683 nm state appeared and some higher energy satellites that were taken as evidence
for the delocalized nature of the 683 nm state (de Weerd et al., 2002). Two alternatives were
offered for the absence of a 690 nm bleaching in the T-S spectra: either an artifact due to the
high excitation power leading to a permanent bleaching of this state, or an efficient quenching
of the triplet state formed at the 690 nm Chl by a nearby carotenoid (de Weerd et al., 2002).

The fluorescence of the 690 nm state that gives rise to an emission maximum at 695 nm, was
used as a marker for the presence of PS-II core complexes in thylakoid membranes in mutation
experiments on various histidines in CP47 by Shen and Vermaas (Shen et al., 1994). When His
B114 was mutated to Tyr, the 695 nm band was completely lost and also no O2 evolution was
detectable. Whereas a mutation of His B114 to Gln led to a 70 % reduction in the amplitude
of the 695 nm emission and O2 evolution and in addition to a blue shift of the emission to 693
nm. These results were taken as evidence that His B114 and the Chl it binds are important for
assembly and function of PS-II (Shen et al., 1994).

In this chapter I will suggest the molecular identities of the above trap states in CP43 and
CP47 and explain their signatures in the various spectra.
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Time-resolved experiments on exciton transfer in CP43 and CP47

The excitation energy transfer in CP43 and CP47 was investigated by time-resolved absorption
and fluorescence spectroscopy (de Weerd et al., 2002a) at 77 K. In both complexes, time constants
of 0.2-0.4 ps and 2-3 ps were found that were attributed to exciton transfer between Chls in the
same, stromal or lumenal, layer and that between pigments in different layers, respectively. In
CP47, in addition, a slower 17-28 ps component was detected for transfer to the 690 nm trap
state. The present calculations provide a structure-based analysis of these pump-probe spectra
and also serve to check the exciton relaxation times predicted by the theory. It is important
to note that no adjustable parameter is used to tune the transfer rates. This approach was
successfully tested in calculations of exciton relaxation in smaller complexes before (Müh et al.,
2007; Raszewski et al., 2005; Renger et al., 2002b; Adolphs et al., 2006; Renger et al., 2007).

5.2 Results

The calculations of stationary spectra of the CP43 and CP47 subunits and comparison with
experimental data are used to determine the site energies of the pigments in these subunits and
the Huang-Rhys factor of the exciton vibrational coupling. The Huang-Rhys factor and the site
energies are tested afterwards in the calculation of time-resolved optical spectra and comparison
with experimental data of the CP43 and CP47 complexes. Next, the parameters are used in
calculations of the fluorescence decay of PS-II core complexes where the intrinsic rate constant
of primary charge transfer is determined on the basis of a comparison of the calculations with
the experimental fluorescence decay data. To find the bottleneck of the excited state decay,
various compartment models are studied by assuming fast equilibration of excited states in
these compartments. Finally, calculations are performed for PS-II core complexes with closed
RCs to explain the variable fluorescence.

5.2.1 Stationary spectra of CP43 and CP47

A genetic algorithm, described in section 2.9 (Raszewski et al., 2005; Adolphs et al., 2006) was
used to determine site energies of the Chls in the CP43 and CP47 subunits from a fit of their
linear optical spectra. In Figure 5.1, the linear absorption, linear dichroism and fluorescence
spectra of the CP43-complex at 77 K, calculated for the optimized site energies in Table 5.1 are
compared with experimental data (Groot et al., 1999). From the temperature dependence of the

Table 5.1: Site energies in the CP43-complex, optimized by a fit of the linear optical spectra in
Figure 5.1. The three Chls with the lowest site energies and the respective values are highlighted.

Chl 33 34 35 37 41 42 43
λ/nm 667 673 670 678 661 670 676
Chl 44 45 46 47 48 49

673 676 665 665 670 667

absorption spectrum in the upper part of Figure 5.1, a Huang-Rhys factor S ≈ 0.5 is inferred
which is comparable to the S = 0.65 estimated for the reaction center pigments previously
(see chapter 3.2)(Raszewski et al., 2005). A width ∆inh=180 cm−1 (fwhm) of the Gaussian
distribution function for the site energies gave the best fit. The same S = 0.5 and ∆inh=180
cm−1 are used for the Chls in CP47, since both core antenna subunits have a similar structure.
The optical spectra of the CP47-complex, calculated with the optimized site energies in Table
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Figure 5.1: The absorption (Abs), linear dichroism (LD) and fluorescence (Flu) spectra of the CP43-
complex at 77 K and 293 K (Abs) calculated with the site energies in Table 5.1 are compared with
experimental data.(Groot et al., 1999) The calculations are shown as lines and the experimental data as
symbols.

5.2 are compared in Figure 5.2 with experimental data at 77 K (linear absorption (de Weerd et
al., 2002), linear dichroism (de Weerd et al., 2002) and fluorescence (Groot et al., 1995)) and at
293 K (circular dichroism (Alfonso et al., 1994)).

The wavelengths corresponding to the site energies in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 vary between 664
nm and 688 nm. The three lowest site energies in CP43 belong to Chls 37, 43 and 45 (using the
numbering of Loll et al. (Loll et al., 2005)), whereas the low energy pigments in CP47 are Chls
11, 24 and 29. The low energy Chls in CP43 are located relatively close to the RC as seen in
Figure 5.3, whereas those of CP47 are distributed over the whole complex (Fig. 5.4).

Table 5.2: Site energies and corresponding wavelengths in the CP47-complex, optimized by a
fit of the linear optical spectra in Figure 5.2. The three Chls with the lowest site energies and
the respective values are highlighted.

Chl 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 21
λ/nm 681 664 676 669 675 672 661 668
Chl 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
λ/nm 675 655 680 664 673 672 668 688
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Figure 5.2: The absorption (Abs), circular dichroism (CD), fluorescence (Flu), and linear dichroism (LD)
spectra of the CP47-complex at 77 K (Abs, Flu, LD) and 293 K (CD), calculated with the site energies
in Table 5.2 are compared with experimental data for Abs and LD (de Weerd et al., 2002), Flu (Groot et
al., 1995) and CD (Alfonso et al., 1994). The calculations are shown as lines and the experimental data
as symbols.
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Figure 5.3: Arrangement of pigments in the CP43-complex. The pigments are numbered as in ref (Loll
et al., 2005). Chls with the same color belong to the same exciton domain. A cutoff energy of 36 cm−1

was used in the definition of the domains. If two pigments are coupled stronger than this value they
belong to the same domain. Arrows indicate a van der Waals contact between the conjugated π-systems
of a carotenoid and a Chl. The three encircled Chls are those with the lowest site energy (trap states).
In addition a small part of the reaction center including ChlzD1 is shown.
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Figure 5.4: Arrangement of pigments in the CP47-complex. The pigments are numbered as in ref (Loll
et al., 2005). Chls with the same color belong to the same exciton domain. A cutoff energy of 36 cm−1

was used in the definition of the domains. If two pigments are coupled stronger than this value they
belong to the same domain. Arrows indicate a van der Waals contact between the conjugated π system
of a carotenoid and a Chl. The three encircled Chls are those with low site energies (trap states), the
one with the lowest site energy is encircled in red. Angles of Chl transition dipoles with respect to
the membrane plane that are larger than 35◦ (corresponding to θ < 55◦) are shown in parentheses. In
addition, part of the RC including ChlzD2 is shown.
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Figure 5.5: The 77 K pump-probe spectra of the CP43-complex, calculated using the site energies and
the Huang-Rhys factor from the fit of the linear spectra in Figure 5.1, are compared with experimental
data.(de Weerd et al., 2002a) The CP43-complex was excited with a 60 fs pump-pulse, centered at 671
nm. The left part of the figure contains the pump-probe signal at two different probe wavelengths in
dependence on the delay time between the pulses and the right part the pump-probe spectrum at two
different delay times. The experimental data are shown as symbols and the calculations as solid lines.

Chl 24 is the only low energy Chl of CP47 that is close to the RC. Two of the low energy
pigments in CP43 (Chls 43 and 45) are part of a large exciton domain of six strongly coupled
Chls and one, Chl 37, forms a dimer domain with Chl 34. In CP47 all three low energy pigments
are located in different domains. Two of them, Chls 11 and 24, are part of large domains, each
containing seven Chls, in the lumenal and stromal layer, respectively and Chl 29 has a localized
excited state. It is the red-most pigment in the whole PS-II core complex and gives rise to a
negative LD signal at low energies (long wavelengths).

5.2.2 Time-resolved spectra of CP43 and CP47

The site energies of the CP43 and CP47 subunits determined above from the fit of stationary
spectra together with the Huang-Rhys factor S = 0.5 and the inhomogeneous width ∆inh = 180
cm−1 were used to calculate time-resolved pump-probe spectra. In Figures 5.5 and 5.6 the pump-
probe signals calculated for different probe wavelengths and delay times after excitation by a 60
fs pump-pulse centered at 671 nm (CP43) or 670 nm (CP47) are compared with experimental
data (de Weerd et al., 2002a). In the case of CP43, quantitative agreement between calculated
and measured spectra is obtained. The pump-probe signal reflects exciton transfer/relaxation
from high to low energies that occurs on a sub-ps and ps timescale and is finished in about 6 ps.
In CP47, in addition to these fast components, there are longer relaxation times detected and
calculated in Figure 5.6. These slow processes last until about 100 ps in the experiment, and
somewhat longer in the calculations. Except for these deviations, there is a good qualitative
agreement between the calculated and measured spectra for CP47. The exciton relaxation
processes in CP43 and CP47 and their relative amplitudes are illustrated in the LFD maps
of time-dependent emission in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. In CP43, there are two main relaxation
components of about 200 fs and 2 ps. In CP47, besides the two main components of 250 fs and
700 fs, dispersive decay behavior is calculated with time constants ranging from 5 ps to 100 ps.
The latter changes qualitatively at room temperature (Fig. 5.9). A main slow component at 10
ps appears, whereas the faster components are not changed qualitatively.
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Figure 5.6: The 77 K pump-probe spectra of the CP47-complex calculated using the site energies from
the fit of the linear spectra in Figure 5.2 are compared with experimental data.(de Weerd et al., 2002a)
The CP47-complex was excited with a 60 fs pump-pulse, centered at 670 nm. The upper part of the
figure contains the pump-probe signal at four different probe wavelengths in dependence on the delay
time between the pulses and the lower part the pump-probe spectrum for two different delay times. The
calculations are shown in the left and the experimental data in the right part.
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wavelength / nm
660 670 680 690 700 710

Figure 5.7: The life time density map of time dependent emission of the CP43-complex at 77 K,
calculated assuming excitation with a 60 fs pulse at 671 nm.

wavelength / nm
660 670 680 690 700 710

Figure 5.8: The life time density map of time dependent emission of the CP47-complex at 77 K,
calculated assuming excitation with a 60 fs pulse at 670 nm.
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wavelength / nm
650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720

Figure 5.9: Fluorescence life time density map of the CP47-complex at 300 K, calculated assuming
excitation with a 60 fs pulse at 670 nm.

5.2.3 Time-dependent fluorescence of PS-II core complexes

The site energies, determined from the linear spectra and tested in the simulations of non-
linear spectra, were applied to calculate the time-dependent fluorescence of PS-II core complexes
at 300 K. The experimental frequency integrated and time-resolved fluorescence (Miloslavina
et al., 2006), detected after excitation with a 100 fs optical pulse that was centered at 663
nm, can be described by assuming an intrinsic rate constant for primary charge separation of
kintr = (100 fs)−1, as seen in Figure 5.10.

To find the bottleneck for the decay of excited states, the fluorescence decay was calculated
in simplified models, in which fast equilibration of excitation energy in certain compartments is
assumed. The fluorescence decays obtained in these models are compared in Figure 5.10 with the
full calculation and the experimental data. If fast exciton relaxation is assumed in the domains
of strongly coupled Chls (Fig. 5.11) virtually the same result as in the calculation without this
assumption is obtained for the fluorescence decay in Figure 5.10 (the red dashed and black solid
curves). The respective inverse disorder averaged rate constants 〈ka→b〉−1

dis (with the ka→b in eq
2.58) in Figure 5.11 show that the fastest transfer between exciton domains in different layers
in CP43 and CP47 occurs with time constants of 2-7 ps at 77 K and room temperature. The
disorder average was performed with respect to the site energies of the pigments, in the same
way as for the optical spectra, explained below eq 2.20. If fast exciton relaxation is assumed
in the whole CP43, CP47, and RC subunits, there are still only very minor deviations with
respect to the complete calculation, as seen in Figure 5.10. Since ChlzD1 equilibrates faster with
CP43 than with the RC and, similarly, ChlzD2 with CP47, these two Chlz were included in the
compartment of the respective antenna subunit. The disorder averaged inverse rate constants
for this three compartment model and a five compartment model, where the Chlz are in separate
compartments are shown in Figure 5.12. The inter-compartment rate constants were obtained
from eq 2.60, and averaged over disorder in site energies. The time constant for exciton transfer
between the CP47-ChlzD1 compartment and the RC at room temperature is 50 ps and that
between CP43-ChlzD2 and the RC is 41 ps. If fast exciton equilibration in the whole PS-II
core complex is assumed, as in the ERPE model, large deviations with respect to the complete
calculation are obtained (the blue dotted line in Fig. 5.10).

An analysis of the excitation energy transfer and trapping dynamics in PS-II core complexes
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Figure 5.10: Frequency integrated fluorescence decay of PS-II core complexes at 300 K calculated in
different models, compared to experimental data (Miloslavina et al., 2006). The PS-II core complex was
excited with a 100 fs optical pulse, centered at 663 nm. The experimental data were reconstructed from
Table 1 of ref (Miloslavina et al., 2006).

Figure 5.11: Disorder averaged inverse rate constants in units of ps for important transfer paths between
exciton domains in the PS-II core complex, assuming fast intra domain exciton relaxation, at 300 K (black
numbers) and 77 K (red numbers). Chls with the same color belong to the same exciton domain.
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50 (360) 41 (26)

16 (49) 22 (24)

Figure 5.12: Disorder averaged inverse rate constants in units of ps for exciton transfer between com-
partments in the PS-II core complex assuming fast intra compartment exciton relaxation. The numbers in
black refer to a five compartment model, containing CP43, CP47, RC, ChlzD1 and ChlzD2 for T = 300 K.
The numbers in red were obtained for a three compartment model with the compartments CP43-ChlzD1,
CP47-ChlzD2, RC at T = 300 K and 77K (numbers in parentheses).

is given in Fig. 5.13 by means of the fluorescence LFD map, calculated either with or without
electron transfer (including charge recombination reactions). The LFD map without electron
transfer was calculated to analyze the time constants of exciton relaxation/ transfer in the
system. Several components ranging from sub ps to 200 ps are found (components A to F in
Figure 5.13). These components reflect intra-domain exciton relaxation (A, B), exciton transfer
between the domains in one subunit (B), exciton transfer to the trap state of CP47 and exciton
equilibration between CP43, CP47 and RC (C), exciton transfer between CP43 and CP47 via
the RC (D), exciton transfer from CP43 to RC and CP47 to RC and trapping in the RC (E),
and electron transfer between RP2 and RP3 and recombination (F).

The disorder averaged inverse rate constants in Fig. 5.12, show that at room temperature
excitation energy transfer between CP47 and RC and between CP43 and RC occurs with similar
time constants of 40-50 ps. However, at 77 K a striking decrease of the rate constant kCP47→RC

is obtained: It slows down by an order of magnitude (red numbers in parentheses in Figure
5.12). To understand the origin of this temperature dependence, the probability distributions
of the different time constants were calculated, including also the time constant τRC→RP1 =
(kRC→RP1)−1 (eq 2.59) for primary electron transfer. As shown in Figure 5.14, the maxima of
the distribution functions of the time constants of the primary electron transfer and excitation
energy transfer between CP43 and RC move towards shorter times at 77 K, but their widths
does not change qualitatively.

In contrast, the rate of excitation energy transfer from CP47 to the RC becomes highly
dispersive, the width of the distribution of the respective time constant widens by an order of
magnitude and the maximum shifts from 50 ps at 300 K to 200 ps at 77 K. If the site of Chl
29 in CP47 is increased such that the corresponding wavelength decreases from 688 nm to 670
nm (which corresponds to the site energy of the equivalent Chl 49 in CP43), a large part of
the dispersive behavior is lost, as seen in Figure 5.15 (red curve) and the average time constant
for transfer from CP47 to the RC decreases from 400 ps in the native system to 100 ps in the
modified system. Increasing the site energy of another CP47 trap state, the one at Chl 11, has
only a minor effect on the transfer efficiency to the RC (the blue line in Figure 5.15). However
upshifting the site energies of both these CP47 trap states results in a cooperative effect, i.e.,
the maximum of the distribution function for the CP47 → RC transfer shifts furthest towards
shorter times (the green line in Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.13: Lifetime density maps of time dependent emission of PS-II core complexes calculated with
and without including electron transfer, assuming excitation by a 100 fs pulse at 660 nm, T = 300 K.

Figure 5.14: Probability distribution of time constants for transfer from CP43 to RC (left), from CP47
to RC (middle) and primary electron transfer (right) at T = 77 K (blue) and T = 300 K (red). The
rate constants were obtained in the three compartment model, i.e. ChlzD1 was included in the CP43
compartment and ChlzD2 in that of CP47.
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Figure 5.15: Probability distribution of time constants for transfer from CP47 to RC at T = 77 K for
native system (as in Fig. 5.14, middle part) compared to that for modified systems where the site energies
of two trap states were increased as indicated in the figure.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Trap states in CP43 and CP47

For the analysis of the antenna trap states, the exciton state pigment distribution function dm(ω)
(eq 3.2) introduced previously is shown in Figure 5.16 for the three pigments with the lowest
site energies in CP43 and CP47 (compare Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Whereas in CP43 all three low
energy pigments contribute at the lowest excitation energy of the subunit, in CP47 just Chl 29
has a contribution. In addition, all of the functions dm except for the one of Chl 29 indicate a
certain delocalization of the excitons by multiple maxima or at least shoulders.

In CP43, two of the three pigments, Chls 43 and 45, belong to the same domain, whereas
Chl 37 is part of a dimer domain with Chl 34 (see Fig. 5.3). Hence, there are two degenerate low
energy exciton transitions around 682 nm which represent the lowest excited states of the two
domains in the lumenal (containing Chls 34 and 37) and stromal layer (containing Chls 41, 43-
47). These characteristics fit very nicely to the A- and B-states identified in NPHB and triplet
bottleneck spectra (Groot et al., 1999; Jankowiak et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2006), discussed in
the Introduction. The B-state is identified as the low energy exciton state of the stromal domain
with 6 pigments (shown in grey in Figure 5.3), whereas the A-state is the low energy exciton
state of the Chl 34-37 dimer on the lumenal side (shown in yellow in Figure 5.3). Whereas
there is a van der Waals contact between Chls and carotenoids for Chls 41 and 47 of the large
domain, there is no such connections for Chls 34 and 37 in the dimer. This difference could be
the reason, why the A-state does show a strong triplet bottleneck signal and the B-state does
not (Jankowiak et al., 2000). The hydrogen bonds predicted by Groot et al. (1999) on the basis
of the vibrational fine structure of the emission most likely are formed between the 131-keto
group of the low energy Chls 43 and 45 of the B-state domain and His C164 and Ser C275,
respectively.

Concerning the larger hole burning efficiency of the B-state, at first glance, both explanations
discussed in the introduction (sec.5.1) could apply. Since the B-state domain is three times
larger than the dimeric A-state domain it can collect more excitation energy, as suggested by
Jankowiak et al. (2000). On the other hand, the hydrogen bonds to Chls 43 and 45, discussed
above, could explain the higher photoconversion of the B-state, as proposed by Krausz and
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Figure 5.16: Exciton states pigment distribution function dm(ω) (eq 3.2) for the three low energy
pigments in CP43 (left) and CP47 (right).

coworkers (Hughes et al., 2006), since no such hydrogen bonds exist for Chls 34 and 37 in
the A-state domain. As seen in Figure 5.11, both layers of the membrane are well connected
by excitation energy transfer. Hence, the present calculations are in favor of the proposal of
Krausz and coworkers (Hughes et al., 2006). A possible explanation of the narrow 0-0 lineshape
measured in hole burning (Jankowiak et al., 2000) is that at low temperature those complexes are
selected from the ensemble in the sample which have non-degenerate low energy exciton states
and where the energy gap between the two antenna trap states (A and B) is large compared to
the thermal energy. In this case the excited states of the pigments in the exciton state with the
lowest energy have a long lifetime and therefore exhibit a high hole burning efficiency.

The coupling between the A-state Chls 37 and 34 is seen as a shoulder of the function
d37 in Figure 5.16 around 672 nm. In the experiment this shoulder is found at somewhat
shorter wavelengths (higher energies) around 669 nm (Groot et al., 1999; Jankowiak et al., 2000)
indicating that the site energy of Chl 34 might be slightly higher than determined here from a
fit of the linear spectra. Concerning the excitonic coupling in the B-state domain, Jankowiak
et al. (2000) found correlations between the B-state at 683 nm and other exciton transitions at
678 and 673 nm. The correlation between 683 nm and 673 nm involve Chls 43 and 45, as shown
in Figure 5.16.

In agreement with de Weerd et al. (2002), the present calculations show that the lowest
excited state of CP47 is localized on a monomeric Chl, namely Chl 29. From the 16 Chls in
CP47 only Chls 11, 22 and 29 have an angle between their transition dipole moment and the
membrane plane larger than 35◦ and therefore could be responsible for the negative LD signal
observed at low energies. Chls 11 and 22 are part of two large exciton domains in the lumenal
and stromal layer of the membrane, respectively. Hence, the only localized excited state with
negative LD is the one of Chl 29.

The 2 nm blue shift of the low-temperature fluorescence that occurred after mutation of His
B114 (Shen et al., 1994), which turned out to be the axial ligand of Chl 29 (Loll et al., 2005),
to Gln provides further support for the present assignment. Chl 29 forms a hydrogen bond to
Thr H5 of the H-subunit, in agreement with the prediction of a strong hydrogen bond of the low
energy Chl from the FLN spectra (de Weerd et al., 2002). The absence of a 690 nm bleaching
in the T-S signal (de Weerd et al., 2002) could very well be due to the quenching of the triplet
energy of Chl 29 by Car 106 (see Fig. 5.4). From the three low energy pigments in CP47, only
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Figure 5.17: Probability distribution for the inter-layer exciton transfer between the lumenal and stromal
trap state domains in the CP43-complex at 77 K and 300 K. The lumenal dimeric trap state domain is
labeled by A and the stromal hexameric trap state domain by B.

Chl 24 is not in van der Waals contact with a carotenoid. Therefore, it can be expected to be the
main contributor to the T-S signal. As suggested from anisotropy measurements (de Weerd et
al., 2002), the 683 nm state consists of more than one exciton transition. Chls 11 and 24 which
are located in different domains contribute to different exciton transitions at this wavelength
(Fig. 5.16).

5.3.2 Excitation energy transfer in the CP43 and CP47 subunits

The experimentally found 0.2-0.4 ps and 2-3 ps time constants (de Weerd et al., 2002a) for
exciton relaxation in CP43-complexes are well reproduced by the calculations of the pump-
probe spectra in Figure 5.5 and the LFD map in Figure 5.7. As described above, there are two
trap states in CP43, one in the lumenal and one in the stromal layer. The 200 fs time constant
reflects exciton relaxation in the domains and exciton transfer between the domains in the same
layer to the trap state domain. As seen in Figure 5.11, the disorder averaged transfer times
between the trap state domain in the stromal and the one in the lumenal layer are 6 ps and 8
ps which appear to be somewhat too slow to explain the main 2 ps equilibration time constant
in the LFD map in Figure 5.7. The latter is understood by taking into account, instead of the
average value, the maxima of the probability distribution of these time constants which are both
about 4 ps (Fig. 5.17).

The resulting 2 ps equilibration time explains also the pump-probe spectra in Figure 5.5.
The LFD map of CP47 in Figure 5.8 contains strong 500 fs -800 fs components that appear

to be somewhat too fast for exciton relaxation between the lumenal and stromal layers as judged
by the transfer times in Figure 5.11, which would yield a relaxation time of about 2 ps. As in
the case of CP43, the distribution of this interlayer transfer times in CP47 is asymmetric (data
not shown). If one uses the maxima of the distributions, one arrives at an equilibration time
of about 1 ps, which is still slightly too slow to explain the fast components in the LFD map.
Obviously, the latter are dominated by contributions from intra-domain exciton relaxation to
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the degenerate 683 nm trap states in each of the two domains in the lumenal and stromal layer.
From these two traps states a largely dispersive transfer to the 690 nm trap state at Chl 29
occurs with time constants that have a strongly asymmetric distribution at 77 K with maxima
in the 20-60 ps range. This behavior is reflected in the measured and calculated pump-probe
signal in Figure 5.6. The 683 nm signal first becomes more negative up to a delay time of
2 ps and then starts to increase up to 100 ps in the experiment and somewhat longer in the
calculations. The rise of the negative signal reflects excitation energy transfer to the 683 nm trap
states and, therefore, increased SE at this wavelength. The decay of this signal at larger times
and the parallel growth of the negative signal at 690 nm is due to excitation energy transfer to
the trap state at Chl 29.

5.3.3 Excited state decay in PS-II core complexes

Having determined the site energies from linear optical spectra and having tested them in the
calculation of time resolved spectra, provides a solid ground to investigate excitation energy
transfer and trapping in PS-II core complexes. The measured main 40-50 ps decay component
of the fluorescence (Miloslavina et al., 2006) can only be described by assuming that charge
recombination reactions occur on a slower time scale. Assuming a faster recombination would
cause a too slow decay of the fluorescence in contradiction with the experimental data. This
finding enables one to describe the decay by using only one adjustable parameter, namely the kintr

for primary electron transfer. A quantitative description of the experimental data is obtained in
Figure 5.10 for kintr = (100 fs)−1. Due to the partial delocalization of exciton states in the RC
and the fast equilibration of exciton state populations prior to electron transfer, the first radical
pair state is created with a time constant of about 300 fs, as seen in the right part of Figure
5.14 (see also eqs 2.55 and 2.59). This time constant is an order of magnitude faster than the
3 ps inferred from pump-probe spectra in the visible spectral range (Holzwarth et al., 2006),
and about a factor of 2 faster than the 600-800 fs from mid IR-vis pump-probe data (Groot
et al., 2005) on D1-D2-cytb559 complexes. If real, the discrepancy by a factor of two between
the latter result and the present calculations might reflect a conformational difference between
D1-D2-cytb559 and PS-II core preparations that could change the electron transfer coupling
matrix element between ChlD1 and PheoD1, or lead to a slight change of the driving force of
the reaction. In fact, a 4 nm red shift of the site energy of ChlD1 in PS-II core complexes as
compared to that in D1-D2-cytb559 complexes described in previous chapters, could have the
same origin. On the other hand, using an intrinsic rate constant of kintr = (200 fs)−1 that
corresponds to a Pheo reduction with a time constant of 600 fs, as reported in ref (Groot et al.,
2005), results only in a slightly less satisfying description of the measured fluorescence decay as
seen in Fig. 5.18.

However, the present model is not consistent with a time constant of 3 ps for Pheo reduction
(Fig. 5.18). In bacterial reaction centers, electron transfer starting at the accessory bacteri-
ochlorophyll was found to occur an order of magnitude faster (< 400 fs) than electron transfer
starting at the special pair (3 ps) (van Brederode et al., 1997, 1999). Taking into account the
high similarity in arrangements of ChlD1 and PheoD1 and its bacterial counterparts, as described
in details in previous chapter, the present finding of ultrafast primary electron transfer provides
further support for ChlD1 as the primary electron donor in PS-II.

The direct detection of the ultrafast intrinsic rate constant of (100 fs)−1 for primary charge
separation, inferred here, is difficult, because it is impossible to excite the primary donor ChlD1

exclusively in PS-II core complexes. It would, therefore, be helpful to repeat the earlier exper-
iments on ultrafast electron transfer starting at the accessory bacteriochlorophyll in bacterial
reaction centers (van Brederode et al., 1997, 1999) with a higher time resolution to pinpoint the
exact value of this rate constant. In the present treatment, kintr was just treated as a fit param-
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Figure 5.18: Frequency integrated fluorescence decay of PS-II core complexes, calculated for different
kintr in comparison to experimental data (Miloslavina et al., 2006).

eter without using any mechanistic description of the electron transfer reaction. The assumed
dependence of kM→RP1 on |c(M)

ChlD1
|2 in eq 2.55 seems to suggest a second order perturbation

theory in the electronic coupling, i.e., a non-adiabatic reaction. However, because of the low site
energy of ChlD1, the |c(M)

ChlD1
|2 is essentially non-zero only for one exciton level that is strongly

localized on the primary donor (Raszewski et al., 2005, 2007). Hence, the square of the coeffi-
cient just ensure that primary electron transfer starts at Chl∗D1. The fast time constant of 100 fs
for primary electron transfer, inferred here, provides some indications that the electron transfer
reaction occurs beyond the non-adiabatic limit, i.e., in a more adiabatic way, where the rate
constant is determined by the vibrational motion in an adiabatic surface that reflects a certain
delocalization between the initial and the final states of the primary electron transfer reaction in
eq 2.56. Indeed, there are some independent experimental facts that point in this direction: (i)
Krausz et al. (2005) reported experimental evidence about quinone reduction after long wave-
length excitation (down to 730 nm) at cryogenic temperatures. A possible explanation of this
phenomenon could be that due to the quantum mechanic mixing of Chl∗D1 and Chl+D1Pheo−D1

the latter state borrows some oscillator strength from the former and therefore can be directly
excited (Renger et al., 2004). (ii) To explain their unconventional Stark spectra, Frese et al.
(2003) suggested that the low energy exciton state in PS-II RCs is mixed with a charge transfer
state. (iii) The temperature dependence of the site energy of ChlD1, inferred from the calculation
of optical difference spectra (see chapter 4) Raszewski et al. (2007) could reflect a temperature
dependent localization of a mixed excited/ charge transfer state (Renger et al., 2004).

In order to find the bottleneck for the decay of excited states in PS-II core complexes,
calculations were performed, assuming fast exciton relaxation in certain compartments. The
respective inverse rate constants are given in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. As seen in Figure 5.10, the
simplest model that still describes the decay of excited states is a three compartment model,
where it is assumed that exciton relaxation in CP43-ChlzD1, CP47-ChlzD2 and in the RC is
fast compared to the transfer between these compartments. The time constants obtained in
a five compartment model with Chlz in extra domains in Figure 5.12 show that ChlzD1 and
ChlzD2 in terms of light harvesting function belong to the CP43 and CP47 subunits, respectively,
rather than to the RC. The transfer times of 50 ps and 41 ps between CP43(-ChlzD1) and RC
and CP47(-ChlzD2) and RC (Fig. 5.12) are found to represent the main decay components of
excited states in the LFD map of PS-II core complexes in Figure 5.13. Because of the one order
of magnitude faster primary electron transfer, nearly every excitation that reaches the RC is
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Figure 5.19: Upper part: density of exciton states dM (ω) formed by the six strongly coupled RC
pigments. Lower part: probabilities to find an exciton state in the RC with a life time in a certain range,
as indicated in the figure, T = 300 K.

irreversibly trapped. This result shows that the decay of excited states in PS-II is limited by
the transfer to the trap, i.e., the RC. Note that the rate constants for excitation energy transfer
between the compartments are no free parameters, but are obtained from the individual intra-
domain rate constants, calculated from a microscopic theory.

In the 3- and 5-compartment models, primary electron transfer was assumed to start from
an equilibrated exciton manifold in the RC. The close agreement in Fig. 5.10 between the full
calculation that does not assume such an equilibration of excitons prior to charge transfer and
the compartment calculations indicates that exciton relaxation in the RC at 300 K occurs on
an ultrafast sub 100 fs time scale. Independent support for this result is obtained by a direct
calculation of the life times of exciton states in the RC as seen in Fig. 5.19.

The assumption of a fast equilibration of excited states in the whole PS-II core complex prior
to electron transfer leads to large deviations with respect to the calculation without restrictions
(Fig. 5.10). These deviations provide additional evidence that the excited state decay in PS-II
is not trap-limited. Charge recombination reactions do not play the dominant role for the main
decay component of excited states as assumed in the ERPE model. Nevertheless, there is an
influence on a longer time scale as seen in Fig. 5.10, where the neglect of charge recombination
causes the deviations between the calculated and measured data at 150 ps and longer times.

Including charge recombination removes this deviation (Fig. 5.20) and leads to an additional
decay component that is seen in the LFD map in Fig. 5.13 at about 200 ps. This time constant
is close to the 180 ps transfer time constant (Holzwarth et al., 2006) assumed in the calculations
for the irreversible RP1 → RP3 transfer.

The remaining parameters of the charge recombination model are given in the Fig. 5.20. The
minor deviations between the experimental data and the calculations without charge recombina-
tion reactions in Figure 5.10 do not allow to determine these parameters faithfully. These values
were just adopted from the literature. However, there is an important restriction on the value
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Figure 5.20: Fluorescence decay calculated for open reaction centers with and without including back-
electron transfer reactions in comparison to experimental data Miloslavina et al. (2006).

used for the difference in standard free energy ∆G(0) between the excited state of the RC from
which electron transfer starts and the charge separated state RP2=P+

D1 Pheo−D1. According to
the present calculations, this ∆G(0) = ∆Gintr +∆GRP1/RP2 must be about 175 meV or larger in
order to avoid significant charge recombination. A significantly smaller ∆G(0) would slow down
the decay of excited states such that the experimental data could not be described without
scaling the excitation energy transfer rate constants. The latter were determined from indepen-
dent experiments and calculations and therefore cannot be adjusted. From measurements of the
recombination fluorescence, values for ∆G(0) of 110 meV (Booth et al., 1990) in D1D2cytb559
complexes and 170 meV (Hillmann et al., 1995a) in PS-II core complexes were reported. The
latter is very similar to the present estimate and to the ∆G(0) = 170− 190 meV determined for
the bacterial reaction centers of Rh. spaeroides and Rh. rubrum (Woodbury et al., 1986).

Although at room temperature the CP43 to RC and the CP47 to RC transfer times are very
similar, there are important differences concerning the locations of low energy exciton states in
the two antenna subunits. Whereas in CP43 the trap states in the lumenal and the one in the
stromal layer are situated close to the RC, i.e. tuned for efficient excitation energy transfer,
in CP47 the low-energy trap state at 690 nm at Chl 29 is at a large distance to the RC. The
different energetics and locations of the trap states in CP43 and CP47 obtained in the present
study can be investigated by low-temperature time resolved spectroscopy. The calculations
predict an acceleration of the CP43 to RC transfer at low temperatures and a slowing down of
the transfer between CP47 and the RC. The latter should become highly dispersive, as seen in
Fig. 5.14. Hence the excited state decay at 77 K, due to the accelerated CP43-RC transfer,
should on hand contain a 25 ps time constant (Fig. 5.14) that is smaller than the 40-50 ps
observed at room temperature and on the other hand multiple slower components in the sub
ns range with a maximum amplitude at around 200 ps, as judged from the maximum of the
distribution function of the CP47-to-RC transfer time constant in Fig. 5.14. The antenna trap
state at Chl 29 in CP47 is mainly responsible for the slow and dispersive transfer from CP47 to
the RC at 77 K, as seen in Fig. 5.15. Due to the localized excited state and the low site energy
of Chl 29 the excitation energy is efficiently trapped at this site. At low temperatures, the small
thermal energy allows only for a slow uphill transfer of the excitation energy from the excited
Chl 29 to the exciton states in the neighborhood. The rate constant for this transfer depends
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Figure 5.21: Lifetime density map of time-dependent emission of PS-II core complexes with closed RCs,
assuming excitation with a 100 fs pulse at 660 nm, T = 300 K.

critically on the energy differences and therefore varies widely for the different realizations of
disorder in site energies, explaining the dispersive nature of the transfer.

An about 3 times slower fast component of fluorescence decay in closed RCs (220 ps) com-
pared to open RCs (80 ps) was measured (Schatz et al., 1987). This variable fluorescence for
open and closed reaction centers was explained in the ERPE model by assuming that the extra
electron on the reduced QA slows down the primary electron transfer by a factor of about 6
(Schatz et al., 1988). In the present model, the variable fluorescence is explained by decreasing
kintr from (100 fs)−1 in open RCs to (6 ps)−1 in closed RCs, i.e. by a factor of 60. In this
case, the primary electron transfer converting an excited state of the RC to a charge separated
state takes 18 ps. This time constant now is very similar to those for excitation energy transfer
from RC to CP43 (20 ps) and from RC to CP47 (16 ps) (see Fig. 5.12). Hence, an excitation
arriving at the RC will be trapped with a probability of one third compared to a probability of
almost one for open RCs, explaining the factor three decrease of the fastest time constant in the
fluorescence decay for closed RCs seen in the LFD map calculated for closed RCs in Fig. 5.21
compared to that calculated for open RCs in Fig. 5.13.

Because of the smaller trapping probability in closed RCs, excitation energy can be exchanged
between CP43 and CP47 via the RC, a process that is not possible for open RCs. As the LFD
map calculated without electron transfer in the left part of Fig. 5.13 shows, this transfer takes
about 40 ps. Indeed this energy transfer component is seen in the LFD map for closed RCs in
Fig. 5.21. Hence, the present model predicts, that an energy transfer component with a time
constant of 40 ps should appear in the time-dependent emission of PS-II core complexes with
closed RCs at room temperature. It is important to note that the time constant detected for the
fast fluorescence decay of open RCs has decreased from 80 ps in early experiments (Schatz et al.,
1987, 1988) to 40 ps measured recently (Miloslavina et al., 2006). A reason for the discrepancy
could be the improved quality of recent PS-II core preparations. It would therefore be helpful to
verify whether for recent preparations also a factor of three increase in the time constant for the
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Figure 5.22: Fluorescence decay calculated for PS-II core complexes with closed RC. The solid line shows
the exact calculation and the dashed and dotted lines calculations assuming fast exciton equilibration in
certain compartments.

fluorescence decay results upon closing the RC. The prediction of the present model, concerning
the appearance of a 40 ps energy transfer component, also holds if this factor would be only
two.

As for open RCs, also in the case of closed RCs, the decay of excited states in PS-II core
complexes can be well described by a three compartment model as shown in Fig. 5.22. However,
the decay of excited states is not transfer-to-the trap limited in this case, since the decay is slower
by about a factor of three than the excitation energy transfer from CP43 or CP47 to the RC.

Under light stress, when the RC is closed, still about one third of the excitation energy
arriving at the RC will be trapped by electron transfer, as discussed above. Since the double
reduction of QA is a slow process, the charge recombination of 3[P+

D1 Pheo−D1] leads to the
formation of 3ChlD1 and 3PD1. Because of the high oxidative power of the Chls in the RC, no
carotenoids are located in their vicinity that could quench the physiologically harmful triplet
energy. Instead, in the RC the latter is quenched by Q−

A (van Mieghem et al., 1995; Noguchi,
2002). The present study suggests that Q−

A, in addition, redirects the excitation energy back to
the antennae with the same goal, namely, the quenching of triplet energy. Chl 29, that has the
lowest site energy in the PS-II core complex and is in van der Waals contact with a carotenoid,
can be expected to play an important role in this photoprotective process. The importance of
Chl 29 for the function of PS-II is also evident from the fact that upon mutation of its axial
ligand His B114 to Tyr, PS-II activity is lost (Shen et al., 1994).
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Chapter 6

Summary

The aim of this work was to find answers for the following questions: what is the primary
electron donor in PS2 and what is the bottleneck for the decay of excited states? These two
questions triggered additional questions:

• What are the values of the site energies of the pigments in PS2?

• On which pigment(s) does the triplet state stabilize in the RC?

• On which pigment(s) of the RC does the hole stabilize after charge separation?

• What is the identity of the excitation energy trap states in the antenna complexes CP43
and CP47?

• Why is energy relaxation after light excitation in the CP43 complex about five times faster
than in the CP47 complex at low temperatures?

• Is it possible to describe the spectroscopic properties of PS2 from different species with
the same set of parameters?

A genetic algorithm was used to obtain the site energies of the RC pigments in D1-D2-
cytb559 complexes. These parameters were further used for a description of several independent
experiments performed on the same complex. The site energies obtained, are almost symmetric
in the two branches, except for the one of ChlD1, the latter being lower by about 30 meV than
the one of its D2-counterpart ChlD2. The lowest exciton state of the RC is dominated by the
excited state of ChlD1, which has the lowest site energy of all reaction center pigments. The
same procedure was applied to the antenna complexes CP43 and CP47. The lowest exciton state
in PS2 core complexes is dominated by Chl29 of the CP47 complex. In the CP43 complex two
low-energy exciton states were found, allowing the identification of the low-energy trap states.

From the calculations of T-S spectra of the D1-D2-cytb559 complex at different temper-
atures strong evidence was obtained for the stabilization of the triplet state at ChlD1 at low
temperatures and a thermal distribution of the triplet energy between PD1 and ChlD1 at higher
temperatures. An energy difference of 10 meV was obtained for the two triplet states, 3PD1 and
3ChlD1. Based on the assignment of the site energies for D1-D2-cytb559 complexes, several
independent experiments performed on PS2 core complexes were described. Calculation of the
difference absorption spectra of PS2 core complexes clearly show that after primary charge sep-
aration the hole stabilizes at PD1. From the calculations of T-S difference spectra at different
temperatures strong evidence is given for the stabilization of the triplet state at ChlD1 at low
temperatures and a thermal distribution between PD1 and ChlD1 at higher temperatures. An
energy difference of 11 meV was obtained between the two triplet states, 3PD1 and 3ChlD1 in PS2
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core complexes which is practically identical to the energy difference in D1-D2-cytb559 com-
plexes.

Using a simple model for primary electron transfer a measured temperature dependence of
the fast phase can only be explained if ChlD1 is assumed to be the primary electron donor in
PS2.

The site energy of ChlD1 is even more red shifted in PS2 core complexes than in D1-D2-
cytb559 complexes. Additionally to the temperature dependence of the site energy of ChlD1,
also the site energy of PD1 shows such a dependence. The lowest excited state is strongly
localized on ChlD1 and consequently primary electron transfer at low temperatures starts from
this pigment, as discussed above for D1-D2-cytb559 complexes. At physiological temperatures
the energy gap between the lowest excited state dominated by ChlD1 and the ”special pair” is
reduced from 10 nm at 5K to 6 nm. At room temperature, after exciton equilibration different
local excited states are populated. Nevertheless still the dominant contribution comes from
ChlD1, which is twice as large as that of PD1, making it likely that also at room temperature
the primary charge separation is initiated from ChlD1.

A set of site energies was provided that describes the stationary and time- resolved spectra
of the CP43 and CP47 subunits of PS2. In particular, the low-energy trap states in these
subunits were identified, which are important for light-harvesting and photo-protection, because
they determine the direction of excitation energy flow and the sites where Chl triplet states
form under light stress. On this basis, the decay of excited states in PS2 core complexes was
modeled. The main 40-50 ps decay component of excited states measured at room temperature
can only be described by assuming that the primary electron transfer is ultrafast ((300fs)−1

corresponding to an intrinsic rate constant of (100fs)−1) and that the free energy difference
between the equilibrated exciton states in the RC and the second radical pair state is about 175
meV or larger, so that charge recombination reactions are slow. The calculations demonstrate
clearly that the bottleneck for the decay of excited states in PS-II core complexes with open RCs
is due to the transfer from the CP43 and CP47 subunits to the RC, i.e. the decay is transfer-
to-the-trap limited. The kinetics of the PS2 is summarized in Fig. 6.1 where the minimal three
compartment model is shown, that is inferred in the present work, with the resulting excitation
energy and primary electron transfer time constants.

Evidence is presented that the parameters used for the description of the spectra of T.
elongatus describe as well the spectroscopic properties of different species. Small variations of
the site energy of ChlD1 were observed in such cases.

The present model suggests a mode switch from a light harvesting mode for open RCs to
a photoprotective mode for closed RCs. For the latter, the rate constant for primary electron
transfer slows down to an extent that it becomes comparable to the rate for excitation energy
transfer from the RC to the core antennae. In this case a considerable part of the excitation
energy of the reaction center will return to the antennae and the triplet energy of chlorophyll
can be quenched by the carotenoids there. The overall design principle seems to be a RC that is
higher in free energy than the antenna, giving rise to fast exit channels for the excitation energy,
that are activated only when the RC is closed. This principle is a compromise between high
energy transfer efficiency and photochemical stability of the system.

The following predictions of the present model can be tested by experiments: (i) The main
decay component of the fluorescence changes from 40-50 ps at room temperature to 25 ps at 77
K, reflecting faster transfer from CP43 to the RC. In addition, a wide distribution of transfer
times with a maximum at 200 ps appears at 77 K, reflecting slower and highly dispersive transfer
from CP47 to the RC. (ii) The fluorescence decay for closed RCs at room temperature contains
a 40 ps excitation energy transfer component that is due to transfer between CP43 and CP47
via the RC.
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Figure 6.1: Summary of disorder averaged excitation energy transfer and primary charge transfer time
constants (in units of ps) obtained in the present model. The excitation energy transfer time constants
were obtained in the three compartment model, T = 300 K.

Summarizing, the proposed model fully explains the spectroscopic properties of the PS2 core
complexes and its subunits as it was shown by a description of a large number of independent
experiments. Moreover the model has predictive power, which was demonstrated for the mu-
tant studies of the Q−

A−QA spectra. The predictive power can be further tested as proposed
above. The site energies obtained for the RC pigments of T. elongatus can be used to explain
spectroscopic properties of PS2 core complexes of different species, not only bacteria but also
higher plants, as it was shown for Q−

A−QA spectra of pea and spinach and mutant studies of
Synechocystis. The present calculations clearly show that ChlD1 is the primary electron donor
in PS2 and that the decay of the excited states is limited by the excitation energy transfer from
the antenna complexes CP43 and CP47 to the RC.
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Chapter 7

Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war, Antworten auf die folgenden Fragen zu finden: Was ist der primäre
Elektronen-Donator im Photosystem 2 (PS2) und was ist der Engpass für den Zerfall von An-
regungszuständen? Diese beiden Fragen geben Anlass zu weiteren Fragen:

• Welche Werte haben die lokalen Übergangsenergien der Pigmente im PS2?

• Auf welchem Pigment (welchen Pigmenten) stabilisiert sich der Triplettzustand im Reak-
tionszentrum (RZ)?

• Auf welchem Pigment (welchen Pigmenten) des Reaktionszentrums stabilisiert sich das
Loch nach der Ladungstrennung?

• Welche Identität haben die Anregungsenergie-Senken in den Antennen-Komplexen CP43
und CP47?

• Warum ist bei tiefer Temperatur die Energie-Relaxation nach Lichtanregung im CP43-
Komplex etwa fünfmal schneller als im CP47-Komplex?

• Ist es möglich die spektralen Eigenschaften von PS2-Komplexen verschiedener Arten mit
dem gleichen Parametersatz zu beschreiben?

Ein genetischer Algorithmus wurde benutzt um die lokalen Übergangsenergien der RZ-
Pigmente in D1-D2-cytb559-Komplexen zu erhalten. Diese Parameter wurden im weiteren zur
Beschreibung verschiedener unabhängiger Experimente an dem gleichen Komplex benutzt. Die
erhaltenen Übergangsenergien sind annähernd symmetrisch für die beiden Äste, mit Ausnahme
der von ChlD1, welche rund 30 meV niedriger ist als die Übergangsenergie ihres Gegenübers
im D2-Ast, ChlD2. Der niedrigste Anregungszustand des Reaktionszentrums wird bestimmt
durch den angeregten Zustand von ChlD1, welcher die niedrigste Übergangsenergie von allen
RZ-Pigmenten hat. Das gleiche Verfahren wurde auf die Antennenkomplexe CP43 und CP47
angewendet. Der niedrigste Anregungszustand im PS2-core-Komplex wird bestimmt durch
das Chl-29 des CP47-Komplexes. Im CP43-Komplex wurden zwei niedrig-energetische Anre-
gungszustände gefunden, welche die Identifikation der Energie-Senke ermöglichen.

Berechnungen von T−S-Spektren des D1-D2-cytb559-Komplexes für verschiedene Tempera-
turen wiesen überzeugend darauf hin, dass der Triplettzustand sich bei niedriger Temperatur auf
ChlD1 stabilisiert, und sich bei höherer Temperatur thermisch auf PD1 und ChlD1 verteilt. Für
die beiden Triplettzustände 3PD1 und 3ChlD1 wurde eine Energiedifferenz von 10 meV berechnet.
Auf der Zuordnung der Übergangsenergien für den D1-D2-cytb559-Komplex basierend, wurden
verschiedene unabhängige Experimente am PS2-core-Komplex beschrieben. Die Berechnung des
Absorptions-Differenzspektrums des PS2-core-Komplexes zeigt klar, dass sich das Loch nach der
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primären Ladungstrennung auf PD1 stabilisiert. Berechnungen von T−S-Differenzspektren für
verschiedene Temperaturen weisen stark darauf hin, dass sich der Triplettzustand bei niedrigen
Temperaturen auf ChlD1 stabilisiert, und bei höheren Temperaturen thermisch auf PD1 und
ChlD1 verteilt. Für die beiden Triplettzustände 3PD1 und 3ChlD1 des PS2-core-Komplexes er-
gab sich eine Energiedifferenz von 11 meV, was praktisch identisch mit der Energiedifferenz im
D1-D2-cytb559-Komplex ist.

Unter Verwendung eines einfachen Modells für den primären Elektronentransfer kann die
gemessene Temperaturabhängigkeit der schnellen Phase nur erklärt werden, wenn angenommen
wird, dass ChlD1 der primäre Elektronen-Donator im PS2 ist.

Die Übergangsenergie von ChlD1 ist im PS2-core-Komplex sogar stärker rot-verschoben als
im D1-D2-cytb559-Komplex. Nicht nur die Übergangsenergie von ChlD1 ist temperaturabhängig,
sondern auch die von PD1. Der niedrigste Anregungszustand ist stark lokalisiert auf ChlD1, da-
her beginnt der primäre Elektronentransfer bei tiefen Temperaturen an diesem Pigment, wie
zuvor schon für den D1-D2-cytb559-Komplex diskutiert wurde. Bei physiologischen Tempera-
turen reduziert sich die Energiedifferenz zwischen dem niedrigsten Anregungszustand, bestimmt
durch ChlD1, und dem ”special pair” von 10 nm (bei 5 K) auf 6 nm (bei 300 K). Bei Raumtem-
peratur sind nach Äquilibrierung der Anregungsenergie die lokalen Anregungszustände aller
RZ-Pigmente besetzt. Dennoch kommt der dominante Beitrag immer noch von ChlD1, welcher
doppelt so groß ist wie der von PD1, was es wahrscheinlich macht, dass auch bei Raumtemperatur
die primäre Ladungstrennung von ChlD1 ausgeht.

Ein Satz von Übergangsenergien wurde bestimmt, der die stationären and zeitaufgelösten
Spektren der PS2-Untereinheiten CP43 und CP47 beschreibt. Insbesondere die Energie-Senken
dieser Untereinheiten wurden identifiziert. Diese sind wichtig für Lichtsammlung und Lichtschutz,
weil sie sowohl die Richtung des Anregungsenergieflusses bestimmen, als auch die Stellen, an
denen sich Chl-Triplettzustände bilden, wenn Licht-Stress herrscht. Darauf basierend wurde
der Zerfall der Anregungszustände im PS2-core-Komplex modelliert. Die Hauptzerfallskom-
ponente (40-50 ps) der Anregungszustände, gemessen bei Raumtemperatur, kann nur unter
der Annahme erklärt werden, dass der primäre Elektronentransfer ultraschnell ist (100 (fs)−1)
und die freie-Energie-Differenz zwischen den äquilibrierten Anregungszuständen im RZ und
dem zweiten Radikalpaar-Zustand ungefähr 175 meV oder größer ist, so dass die Ladungs-
Rekombinationsreaktionen langsam ablaufen. Die Berechnungen zeigen klar, dass der Energi-
etransfer von den Untereinheiten CP43 und CP47 zum RZ den Engpass für den Zerfall der An-
regungszustände im PS2-core-Komplex mit geöffnetem RZ darstellt. Die primäre Ladungs- und
Energietransferkinetik des PS2-Komplexes ist in Abbildung 6.1 zusammenfassend dargestellt. In
dieser Abbildung ist das minimale kinetische Modell, das in der vorliegenden Arbeit abgeleitet
wurde, mit den resultierenden Anregungsenergien und Zeitkonstanten des primären Elektronen-
transfers, gezeigt.

Es wurde gezeigt, dass die Parameter, die für die Beschreibung der Spektren von T. elonga-
tus benutzt wurden, ebenfalls die Eigenschaften der Spektren verschiedener anderer Spezies
beschreiben. In diesen Fällen wurden kleine Variationen der Übergangsenergie von ChlD1

beobachtet.
Das aktuelle Modell legt ein Umschalten vom Lichtsammel-Modus bei offenem RZ in einen

Lichtschutz-Modus bei geschlossenem RZ nahe. Für letzteren reduziert sich die Ratenkonstante
für primären Elektronentransfer auf eine Größe, die vergleichbar ist mit der Rate des Anre-
gungsenergietransfers vom RZ zu den core-Antennen. In diesem Fall wird ein beträchtlicher
Anteil der Anregungsenergie des RZ zu den Antennen zurückkehren und die Triplett-Energie
des Chlorophylls kann durch die Karotinoide in den Antennen gelöscht werden. Das Bauprinzip
scheint ein RZ mit höherer freier Energie als die der Antennen vorzusehen, was zur Folge hat,
dass es schnelle Ausgangskanäle für die Anregungsenergie gibt, welche nur aktiv sind, wenn das
RZ geschlossen ist. Dieses Prinzip ist ein Kompromiss zwischen hoher Effizienz des Energi-
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etransfers und photochemischer Stabilität des Systems.
Die folgenden Vorhersagen des gegenwärtigen Modells können durch Experimente überprüft

werden: (i) Die Hauptzerfallskomponente der Fluoreszenz ändert sich von 40-50 ps bei Raumtem-
peratur auf 25 ps bei 77 K, was den schnelleren Transfer von CP43 zum RZ wiederspiegelt.
Zusätzlich tritt bei 77 K eine breite Verteilung mit einem Maximum bei 200 ps auf, welche den
langsameren und stark dispersiven Transfer von CP47 zum RZ wiedergibt. (ii) Der Fluoreszenz-
Zerfall bei geschlossenem RZ und Raumtemperatur enthält einen 40 ps Anregungenergietransfer-
Beitrag, infolge des Transfers zwischen CP43 und CP47 über das RZ.

Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass das vorgeschlagene Model die spektralen Eigen-
schaften des PS2-core-Komplexes und seiner Untereinheiten vollständig erklärt, wie durch die
Beschreibung einer großen Anzahl von unabhängigen Experimenten gezeigt wurde. Darüberhinaus
ist das Modell vorhersagefähig, wie anhand der Mutanten-Studie der Q−

A−QA-Spektren gezeigt
wurde. Die Vorhersagekraft kann überprüft werden wie oben vorgeschlagen. Die Übergangsenergien,
die für die RZ-Pigmente von T. elongatus erhalten wurden, können verwendet werden um die
Eigenschaften der Spektren des PS2-core-Komplexes verschiedener Spezies zu erklären, und zwar
nicht nur von Bakterien, sondern auch von höheren Pflanzen, wie anhand der Q−

A−QA-Spektren
von Erbsen und Spinat, sowie Mutanten-Studien an Synechocystis gezeigt wurde. Die vorliegen-
den Rechnungen zeigen deutlich, dass ChlD1 der primäre Elektronendonor im PS2-Komplex ist,
und dass der Zerfall der Anregungszustände limitiert ist durch den Anregungsenergietransfer
von den Antennenkomplexen CP43 und CP47 zum Reaktionszentrum.
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Table 7.1: Coupling in RC

PD2 ChlD1 ChlD2 PheoD1 PheoD2 ChlzD1 ChlzD2

PD1 150 -42 -55 -6 17 0 1
PD2 -56 -36 20 -2 1 1
ChlD1 7 46 -4 3 0
ChlD2 -5 37 0 2
PheoD1 3 -4 0
PheoD2 0 -4
ChlzD1 0

Table 7.2: Coupling in CP43

34 35 37 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
33 -7 0 -2 -3 12 16 1 -9 3 -2 0 1
34 -25 60 1 -6 -8 3 19 -12 10 -6 -1
35 -20 -2 0 -5 -3 -4 -11 -4 13 4
37 2 4 2 6 -2 21 3 -3 4
41 -13 -76 -11 18 -2 -1 1 -4
42 20 10 -25 11 4 -6 9
43 -10 64 -3 -6 24 -24
44 6 56 29 -16 9
45 -50 78 3 -8
46 -59 -9 10
47 -15 9
48 -41

Table 7.3: Coupling in CP47

12 13 14 15 16 17 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
11 -49 -12 4 -2 -4 -1 4 -6 -2 -2 3 -2 -1 -2 -1
12 -83 20 5 -6 -5 5 -20 -13 -4 6 -9 -2 4 -2
13 0 -6 -59 -3 -8 32 15 2 -10 4 -2 -1 -3
14 -47 -13 65 5 -11 -6 -1 21 -35 8 -3 0
15 72 -20 -2 1 -5 -3 -6 -7 -4 13 11
16 7 -3 8 -4 6 -4 9 4 1 9
17 0 4 1 6 -2 17 3 -2 2
21 -17 -83 -16 20 -5 -3 3 -1
22 48 99 -16 10 4 -2 6
23 -13 52 0 -6 32 -7
24 -12 56 37 -18 8
25 -64 95 25 2
26 -63 -3 2
27 -12 13
28 -8
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Table 7.4: Coupling betwenn RC and CP43

PD1 PD2 ChlD1 PheoD1 ChlzD1

37 -4 8
41 -4 4 8 -10
43 6
44 4 6

Table 7.5: Coupling betwenn RC and CP47

ChlD2 PheoD2 ChlzD2

11 -4
12 -5
21 8 -12 -6
23 -7
24 6
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